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Spanish Court Greatly
cited Over Report That
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Has Case of Consumption.
FIVE POUND BOMB THROWN
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RAILWAY MANAGERS SAY

THAW HIMSELF WILL BE

VET OF TWO WAKS DKAI)
AT COLORADO SPRINGS
Colorado Springs, March 28. Ham
in P. Lee, aged 87, a veteran of the
Mexican and Civil wars, died sudden
ly of heart failure yesterday. He was
a nephew of Robert K. Lee. although
during the Civil war he fought in the
I nion army.
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t.OI.F CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Fla., March 28 Th"
amn
ateur gulf championship games
championprizes
today, with
fur
cups. The
ship and runner-uof the links had been extended for the past week to membeis
allied or associated with
..f club
he United States Golf association.
commenced
Today the tournament
.a 9 3". qualification. IS holrs; best
sixteen quality; 2 p. in. 18 holes.
play.
The competition will
::iatci
iinti::U: tomorrow and next day.
Gulf club annual

be-sa-

p

PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT
FOIl HONDURAS REPUBLIC.
Washington. March 28. The state
department received a dispatch today
from United States Minister Merry,
at San, Jose, Costa Rica, announcing
that 11 is reported that Amapala.
Honduras, is being bombarded. Amapala Is the chief liondurean port nu
the Pacific side, and President Bon-- 1
Hit of Honduras. Is reported to have
lied there.
Senor Creel. Mexican
ambassador, and Secretary Hoot, had
a conference concerning the provisional government In Honduras. Mex- lc
and the United States have not
yet decided upon what course they
will follow, but it Is likely they will
govern- recognize the provisional
ment.

KEMP HOUSE IN

Baltimore, March 28. Mrs. Josephine Kelley threw her arms around
I'nlted States Senator William Pink-ne- y
White In open court Tuesday and
kissed him in a transport ot gratitude,
she is the 80th client accused of murder whom the aged counsellor has
successfully defended.
Mrs. Kelley shot and killed her sister. Miss Ida Gaff, because the unmarried woman had stolen the affections of the married woman's husband. The story the wife told on the
.stand recently was punctured with
cobs, and she was severel times near
.i collapse.
She said:
"I came home from shopping and
found Ida. in my house. She would not
go out.
I told friends to take her
away. She picked up a uig stick and
said something about killing me with
it and I ran Into the front room, with
her after me. And that's all I know."
"Then you began shouting'.'" asked
her counsel.
"I got my husband's revolver some
way and I don't remember shooting."
"Why did you order Ida Gaff away
Hum your home?" he finally asked.
"Because she was always running
after my husband."
When Mrs. Kelley returned to her
eat beside her counsel she collapsed
completely. Dropping her head on her
arms, which rested on the counsel
table, she cried and moaned: "Oh, my
God, my God." She continued crying
and was led away by her friends, still
and with her nerves shattered
The wife had emptied the revolver
at the sister. When the jury brought
in the verdict of not guilty, Mrs. Kelley jumped up and threw her arms
about White and kissed him on the

.NVille.

Washington, March 24. The president has concluded to Increase the
number of American delegates at the
Second Hague conference. This pro
ceeding will not have any effect, however, upon the disposition ot varloui
projects that will be considered at
the gathering, because each nation
represented Is entitled to but one
vote.
But because of the complexity and Importance of the program
It Is felt by the president that tha
American delegation should be enlarged to permit a subdivision Into
committees If need he.

n.

Reward For Saving Miss Josephine Kelly From
.Gallows.

k.--

New York. March 28. The Thawlunacy commission went Into open
session at 2:06 this afternoon In Jus
tice, fllzgerald s court.
Dourtiis Not Necessary.
Clifford P. Hartrldge. attorney of
record In the Thaw case, will conduct
the case ror the defense before the
lunacy commission.
Hartrldge said
today that he saw no necessity for
presence
tne
ot ueimas 'before the
Hartrldge also said
commission.
that Thaw will take the witness stand
In his own behalf and answer any
questions the commission may ask.
J'.vnyn Broken ifctwn.
That Mrs. Harry K. Thaw Is upon
the verge of a complete breakdown
la the opinion of the women members of the Thaw family, who have
been with her constantly since the
Thaw trial began.
Examination Mimic Privately.
It has been announced that Thaw's
mental and physical examination will
be mado privately, as suggested by
Thaw's counsel.
In Executive ScmsHoii.
The commission at 2:45 went Into
executive session to examine Thaw.
The court room was cleared of every
one except the commission, the de
fendant, Jerome and the defendant's
counsel.

ONE YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION FOR EVENING CITIZEN TO ANY ONE WHO CAN FIND THE
Trainmen Will Wulk Out.
MoltV
ING JOURNAL,
Representatives of the trainmen
j
and conductors decided today that
THREE BIG Il'S ALL CALL
they will Ignore the proposition of
ON l'RESUJKNT TOGETHER '
the general managers of the western
railroads looking to arbitration, under STRIKES EXTENDING AT FAILURES HAVE
Washington,
March 28. It was
T MUCH PUT lucky that nobody
They voted to per
the Krdman act.
"started anything" THE AMERICAN LUMBER
slst In their preparations for a Btrlke,
at
white
house
the
the other day.
They declare that a walk-ou- t
is Im
Had trouble started it's pretty cer!
make
mlnent unless the managers
have
tain
would
ended at the
that
it
NORTH
AND
SOUTH
IN WALL STREET
OUT AT ATTACK OF
COMPANY LOSES
some further concessions.
morgue for the unwise originators.
Masterson,
"Bat"
and
"Ben"
Daniels
IOVRT DECIDES AGAINST
"Bull" Andrews all happened to drop
ATTOllNKY GENERAL YOUNG
in to see the president about the
II. COFFIN
St. Paul, March 28. The state su
same time.
Both "Bat" and "Ben"
preme court today upheld the Great
guns. "Bull"
on
have
notches
their
Northern railroad In Its contention
Is not supposed to have shot daylight
that it had a right to Issue 160,000.
through any of his brethren, but he
OOOof stock, authorized by the board
has
in some pretty tight places Resignation
Tendered Last
of directors some months ago, and Traction Company in Mont Corbln Banking Comany As- - In Quandary Wh3ther or No downbeen
In the lively southwest and it
which was enjoined by Attorney Gen
Is not recorded that he ever showed
gomery
But
Men
Has
Seven
Week
to
Take Effect
signed Today For Beneeral Young, who claimed the com
to Answer. Some Advising the white feather. He Is at present
pany should tlrst come before the
delegate to congress from New Mex1.
Left Out of 150.
June
state railroad and warehouse com
nt of Creditors.
That He Do So.
ico, but gained his. nicknumy und pomission and submit to examination to
In
litical
training
Pennsylvania.
Masshow the necessity anu purpose of
terson is Just now u deputy marshal
John X. Coffin has resigned as
such issue.
over in New York, but Is known and business
MINE TROUBLES IN BUTTE
CLAIMED THAT ASSETT5
manager and assistant secretOTHERS ADVISE THAT HE
respected for his deeds throughout ary-treasurer
Metal Market,
tho American
ARE HAPPILY COMPROMISED
old border states. When It comes Lumber company. of The
IN EXCESS BY $1,000,000
New York. March 28. T.ead dull
SAY NOTHING IN REPLY the
resignation
to getting out a shooting Iron, and was tendered to
2 5 ',4
6 (it 6.30;
copper dull, 2 4
tho
directorate
the
getting It out quick, few- are believed company, when In session last ofweek
to
excel
Ben
Marshal
Masterson.
Montgomery,
March 28. On acmid
accepted,
New York. March 2S. The CorWashington, March 28. President Daniels Is Fulled States marshal or June 1. Mr. and will take effect
count of the strike the traction com- bln Hanking company today assigned
Coffin's successor will
pany has given up its efforts to oper- for the benefit of creditors, to George Itoosevelt is between the devil and Arizona and one of the most
then be named.
s
dethat
the
ate the street cars.
Only seven of C. Austin. The tw o, members ot the the deep sea on the Burton matter,
When seen this afternoon regarding
the 150 employes still remain with company are Gi urge S. Kdgell and He does not want to engage In a con partment of Justice has upon its pay- his plans fur the future, Mr. Coftlri
roll.
the company.
said
The efforts of the Austin Corbin.
that these he did not care to
troversy with Uurton for fear it will
mayor to settle the difference by arstate. He expects to remain In the
At the otllce of he company it was dignify
Uurton, and yet he does not CHICK STAHL COMMITS
west, and, altkougli he did not say
bitration failed, the general manager stated that the assets exceeded liaSUICIDE Willi CARBOLIC so, It is very likely that Albuciuerqun
declaring that his company would bilities by over $1,000,000.
The like the strictures against him to go
will
continue to be his home, which
"stand pat."
West Baden, Ind.. Chas. H. Stahl,
principal assets consist of valuable unanswered. He has discussed the af
fair with everybody but the newspa known In base ball circles as "Chick" Will be learned by his and Mrs. t'of-lln- 's
real estate, which could not be sold, per
many friends with pleasure.
men. Several western members Stahl, committed suicide today in his
Minors' Trouble Compromised.
except at a sacriiii e, In time to meet
"I leave tho services of the comof congress called upon him, and they rooms at the West Baden Springs hoHutte. March 28. By a large ma- maturing obligations. Creditors will an
pany
with the most friendly relations
iounu tne Uurton statement wor- tel by swallowing carbolic acid. No
jority the Hutte miners' union ac- undoubtedly tie paid In full.
him.
He had read every line cause Is known. Stahl was captain existing on both sides," said ..r. Cof-lluere iloardlu loardlu loa rying
cepts the agreement made between its C
"1 had a purpose in tendering
of the statement he could Und In the of the Boston Americans.
executive committee and the opermy resignation, which purpose, howeastern press and was fairly Itching
ating companies of Butte.
The vote
1 do not
ever,
care to make public at
to laiK, hut not ror publication.
TO COUNT NEW YOltK S .
was taken yesterday and the count
present. This much you may say. I
Aside from the strictures Uurton
was not completed until today. The
A YORITY
M
LAST
VOTE expect tu make my home
in
placed upon him. the thing that exclt
the
Great Electric Storm Hovers new sliding agreement was adopted
Albany. March 21. The bill for re- w est."
ed the president the most was the big
for five years.
The smelter men of
count
of
ballots
cast
(he
at
Amthe
Mr. Coffin has been with
election
reception Burton received at Abilene.
Hutte will vote today on a similar;
mayor of New York. November, erican Lumber company since shortly
Over Chicago. Resulting
"It is inconceivable to me," said be for
sliding scale proposition,
and the!
1005,
by
passed
2.
to
assembly
the
its Inauguration
after
a western member,
to
lis
how
a com
sineltermen of Great Falls will vote!
In Many Deaths.
munity of
people would
tomorrow.
turn out with banners to meet a man
Just released from Jail."
FOOU OUTLOOK FOK THE
When told that probably the people
Chicago, March 28. Chicago and
MAIZE CHOP IN AKGENTIXA.
of Abilene believed that Burton had EX-SENA- TOR
Ayres,
vicinity was struck Tuesday afternoon
out28.
liuenos
March
The
been persecuted, the president replied
by a remarkable freak storm, which, look for the maize crop is a very bad
uurton nan tils day in court.
present.
one
Nearly
a
of
at
month
Some of his advisers want him to
while only of a few nVments's dura droutli has done tremendous damage
re ply. They say that If Burton's state
tion, caused one or more deaths and to the maize plantations, and it is
ini'iit is left unchallenged many people
very heavy damage.
The rapidity estimated that already fifty per cent
will believe every word of It. This
crop
of
the
total
has
been
lost.
If
is what the president is afraid of. It
with which the storm came on ere
damage
not
soon
fall
rain
dues
the
might break down his own popularity
ated alarm.
will be even greater and the surplus Loss Half Million Fire De- especially In the west where he Is the
A balmy, typical spring day was, for export will be very small Instrongest.
But other udvisers claim
in a few moments, transformed into deed, as added to the want of rain,
stroys Lumber Forest.
he will make a fatal mistake by get
practical night. At 4 o clock In the the grasshoppers
ting Into an argument with a man
have also dune
afternoon the air suddenly tilled with some damage to the young corn.
just out of Jail and not only dignify
Tornado In Kansas.
spread From the districts of 9 de l'ulio,
dense clouds and darkness
Burton but will belittle the president
over the city.
Chivllony,' Sulpacha, Curios Cc.sa.res.
So he Is between two fires. His nat
Terrific lightning and heavy thun etc., advices are to hand that tho
Impulse Is to reply, but whether
New York. March 28. A cable dis- ural
der preceded a hard hail storm. In cro pis completely lost.
general patch
lie will or not no one knows.
The
Matoday
from
received
lore
was
the south end of the city a girl
opinion is, that even if rain were to
The Impression is that Burton will
& Co.
killed by lightning and it is said that come now our export surplus would nila reports that iho Stevenson 15,000
keep nagging him until he Is forced
containing
there were two or more deaths Just not be much more than 1, GOO, 000 warehouse there, hemp,
to say something. Bright and early to
was burned day the president sent
across the Indiana line from light to 2,000,000 tons. Live stock inter- bales of manilathe letter
The los- is estimated at be- which the pardon clerk, for
nlng
Peyton Gor
ests are also suffering severely from totluy.
$500,000.
and
4iiU.00U
tween
out
enjoying
Ion, wrote to Uurton about a pardon
Just as the thousands
the same causes, as the pasture lands
had are all shrivelled up, and unless th:
the beautiful spring weather
Gordon produced it in person. Hue
It contained an out and out promise
Forest Flro Destroys Millions.
found shelter, the storm passed und drouth comes to an end soon large
Montgomery.
March 2. Forest to pardon Burton, the president had
the sun reappeared, but It shone on numbers of cattle and sheep will be
part of determined to have a new pardon
masses of wrecked electric, telegrai
dying by starvation.
The province tires are raging in the southline,
nn.l clerk by night. But It did not. But
Florida
the
Alabama,
telephone
near
dts
broken
wires,
and
and
of Kntre Bios has suffered excepsuddenly swollen tionally In this resjiect, anil farmers millions of dollars worth of pine tim- thesiibstance of the letter was given
signs,
mantled
out for publication with a statement
dreams and dismembered trees in there have been slaughtering larg? ber is in danger
that Burton s statement that he had
the parks.
numbers of their sheep In order to
damage
Michigan reports immense
been offered a pardon, was untrue.
Kansas Tornado Docs Damage.
.r 4
leave sutllclent for the rest.
g
' "
m
.(
torto telephone and telegraph wires and
28.
A
Chanute, Kan March
the damage in northern Indiana was CZAR'S ATTACK ON
nado of small proportions struck the POULTRY AND PET ASM HI .
also very heavy. In portions of Iowa
FINLAND STARTS TODAY. outlying portion of Chanute early toTION DISCUSSES LEGHORNS.
and Kansas, It is reported, the stortn
London, March 28. This in the day, damaging half a dozen houses
McKeesport, March 28. Tho Mc- und
cyclone,
look on the nature of a
day that the czar, according to a and causing otmr small damage. No Kecsport
Poultry und Pet association
t.
Petersburg
did great damage.
dispatch.
ordered one was hurt.
will hold lis regular meeting tonight,
Along the lake shore in Indiana Grund luke Nicholas Nicholale vitch
will
specially discuss the white
land
Ham- to occupy Finland, as commander of: REPREKE.NTA l'I E SCOTT
small towns sullered badly.
leghorn question, and the question
GIVES C N AL FIVE YEARS. of
mond, Kant Chicago, Hegewisch and the military and naval forces of
Bolnts versus Milty, will b"
Kansas City. March 28. Represenother towns report much wreckage
The report has seemed In- thrashed out, illustrated
from the wind ami hail and flies due creditable, but prep! atlons hail been tative Scott, of Iola, Kan., one of the thoroughly
by
specimens
furnished by some of
party of congressmen recently reto lightning.
made by the grand duke.
the
members.
The next exhibition
turned from a trip to the isthmus,
Catholic
St. Stanislaus'
Roman
said here last night:
"The people of the association will be given in
church was set on lire by lightning Al.lU Ql EROI E BUILDING
(From Photo Mail.- Immediate
Aftcr lli Ucie.te Kruni Pii.mii..
TO START EARLY SUM ME R on tho isthmus believe that the Pana- Christmas week, 1907.
und destroyed.
If the stroke had
ma canal can and will be finished In
s 111:
come live minutes sooner it would
R M.l'll BURTON
k i d upon Iti:-i:vIt certainly will SINKING FUND HIVING
about tive years.
have caused a hallowing tragedy.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
ING Ills, IK INI I low V
BONDS
IN
NEW
lunger
not take much
time than five
Forty children who had been attendtOKU
Washington, March 28. Dele- .Mineire, Kan., March 2 i - orm. r one believes him a victim of perseyears."
ing a parochial school in the basegate Andrews had a long inter- N.w York, March 28 The Stand- Senator Ralph
cution, but Unit he is known here us
Burton. ne, from
ment of the structure had just left
company.
view with Secretary Garfield, it
city,
of
ard Trust
this
a mail of ability and who has always
coll, Is back Hinong his home Healed
when the flash came. Many of tin m
is supposed on territorial affairs.
trustees
CENTRAL FI I.C'IRIC ASSO- under mortgage deed of
his nelnhliors fairly.
were huddled on the porch of the
Then he went to the white house
Im
tIAIiOV MEETING HELD. trust of May 4. 1!04, securing the folks again, to begin life aue.i
Since tii,. evpii.itioii of his i. in in
adjoining rectory in order to escape 4 Next he went to the supervising
Dayton, O, March 28. The Cen- Issue of t7,&00,000 of i
his heyday Senator Burton m
r
the Iron Mouni.1111. Mo.. Jail. I'.urlou
Copies of plans are
architect.
the rain. They were ba lly frightened,
tral Electric association is holding i mortgage bonds of the Consolidation
ery bitt.-- In his comments
popularity anywhere in Kansas ha- to be sent to Deleg.ite Andrews 4 business meeting iiere today. Gen- Coal company, gives notice that It more than in his hum.but uninjured.
upon li' ininn ti 11: for practicing bem
and advertisements will be made.
Three tall steel smokestacks ut the
eral Manager Kmmons and corps of will receive today proposals or of- he was looked upon a.-- one of
n
'
fore
oveiimieni department fur
work of
It is hoped to start the
works of the Western Steel & Car
Fort Wuyne A Waba.--h Valley Trac- fers of such bonds until today ut a
ha.- - a i.n:e numpeople
Ille ItiaUo aliened ye t r It l u if k con-ebuilding early in tin- - summer. ? tion company attended, coming in a price not exceeding 1 01 and inter- ber of friends He
Foundry company collapsed upon the
us ni- - publeft lie
of Si I.oh-li s iistht is largePensions: Manuel itoval 112,
private car
The business meeting est, for retirement by the sinking lic reception sliuws.
roof of the mill and many of the
ly against prn.iil.-n- t
I".
and
Antonio P. re t $12.
was very practical und settled many fund. The bonds ottered at tie- workmen had narrow escapes from
t
tt..
This dues not le. i'i
Magazine as
the town tie c('ect lo co'itj'
questions aflc linK the business.
- r.,i i;
death
'est price will be ;ui epl-- il
null,
believes him gaillleo-- . nor that ever- - I'.m
1.
atioii.

STORM TURNS

IS KISSED BY

i,

Mexico and Uncle Sam Not Yet
Sure of What to Do For
Honduras.

-

ATTORNEY WHITE

.1

His Wife Is On

J.

CONFERENCE WIUi
TAKE CASUALTY RISKS
New York. March 28. The De
annual convention
troit conference
takes place today nt the Prince
George hotel, in this city, and will
the 29th
remain until including
It will
The conference announces
take casualty risks. A great variety
of topics, all concerning the busl
ness, will be discussed during th
sessions by men specially experlenc
in that part of- the business.

St. Augustine

MORE

CAREFUL COMMITTEE WORK

the Point of Com
plcte Brakedown. Say the
Ladles of the Family.

Chicago,
March 28. The labor
leaders In thp conference, which was
Interrupted yesterday by the refusal
of the men to accept the offer of the
general managers of the western rail
roads, met today to consider the move
threatened by the managers to avoid
the strike.
The managers announced that they
will invoke the aid of the Erdinan
act of congress, which provides for
The
arbitration of such questions.
leaders of the labor Interests would
not discuss this phase of the situa
tion today, and declared that they are
yet unable to say what they will do
In regard to It.
The Krdman law, which passed in
1898. provides for a board of arbitra
tion to consist of three members, of
which the railroads shall choose one,
the men the second, and these two
the third. If no third arbitrator shall
be selected Inside of three days, the
chairman of the interstate commerce
commission Is to name him, with the
approval of the labor commission.
The men have repeatedly declared
that they will not arbitrate the ques
lions at issue In the present contro
versy.

VERY PECULIAR KINO OF
CANCER IIY JAP REPORT
Kioto, Japan, March 28. James
New
Henry Smith, the wealthy
Yorker who died here yesterday
while on his wedding tour around
the world, . began to complain of
toothache while crossing the Indian
On reaching Shanghai, he
ocean.
consulted a doctor, who relieved the
(ain somewhat.
lie had medical
treatment at other points and under
went a surgical operation for the af
fected gum here on March 25. Grave
symptoms later developed and he
died last evening.
The cause is be
lieved to have 'been cancer.

THIS WILL ENABLE

PLACED ON THE STAND

THIS WHAT THEY WILL DO

REAR ADMIRVL ESCAPED
DOM II EXPIOSION IN' SNOW,
St. Petersburg. March 28. While
Hear Admiral Oreve, commandant of
the port, was Inspecting the slip In
which the cruiser Bayen was being
constructed, a bomb weighing live
pounds was hurled at him.
It fell
into the snow within two feet of the
explode.
The
admiral and did not
would-b- e
assassin escaped.

i

CREASED

Hartrldge Will Conduct the President Will Send Larger
Case Before the CommisNumber to Hague
sion For Thaw.
Conference.

FAILS TO EKPLODE

n: Foit

GATES TO BE

Erdman Act Provides For Ar
bltratlon When Parties Can
not Come to Terms.

i'aris. March 28. According to a
tlispatch to the Journul, it Is said
that news has reached the qulrlnal
that King Alfonso, of Spain, is stir
feting from, tuberculosis anil that the
Spanish court is very uneasy respect
ing his condition.

oii'i

H

CrHf, tO nf pr mntK.

IN AMERICAN DELE

LUNACY MET

Decides
.Millionaire Smith. Say Japanese Minnesota Supreme Court
to
Issue
Northern
For
Great
Reports. Died of Galloping
$60.
000.000 Bonds.
Cancer Attack.

i

Evening Cltlsan, n Advaae,

Dolivrtt by

COMMISSION

MANAGERS

DEATH

BUT

PUZZLE

grsUUTEH. 10 UW

KING
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EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

rr.K two.
which was encountered a (ew days
ago lias now been proven to bo over
CITIZEH
EVENING
TOE
feet in width, and that It Is
Inprcgnated through and through
Tho MansMl Weekly ky
llh copper sulphides.
tUUUt
field company has Just with drawn
Company
Publishing
Citiicn
Tke
lis treasury stock from tho market,
funds having been obtained tuflll-defor fhe completion of development operations at an early date.
New York City:
There Is every
Indication that the banks of this city
accepting high-clas- s
be.
will Knon
mining shares as collateral on loans.
Such a condition already prevails In
Iloston, where even the most contrust companies are lendservative
FOR
PAPER
OFFICIAL
copper shares
ing on dividend-payin- g
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE at a margin of 30 per cent. The
National Copper
newly established
Hank of this city will make a business of lending on copper shares;
and since the stock and produce exchange have begun the listing of
mining stocks, the Increasing popularity of this class of securletles
seems assured.
S. D. Gardon,
Wlnkelman. Ariz.:
at tho Two
mine superintendent
yueens group, stated In a recent Interview that he looked to see tho
property become a heavy copper producer, but with unusual values In
lie
gold continuing to great depth.
stated further that owing to the
rich strikes of gold made at tho Two
Queens a few months ago a large
amount of eastern capital has lately
been coming Into the district with u
to security control of neighborMillions Bing Invested in That view
ing properties. One of these, a short
distance from the Two Queens,
The
Territory to Develop Old
brought the price of 2D0.000.
Guggenheim have lately conducted
exhaustive tests to determine the exand New Alines.
tent and quality of the ore bodies of
this district, and the fact that capitalists are now devoting much attention to the Improvement of the
MEXICO, CALIFORNIA, IDAHO,
of
facilities
railroad and smelter
Pinal county Is slgnllicant of u genmineralized
the
in
eral confidence
COLORADO FEEL MOVEMENT values of the section.
InAn
Baxter Springs, Kans.:
crease of ll.OOU. 000 in the valuation
of the lead and zinc whipped from the
High Price of All Metals Keeps Southwest
the first
Field during
twelve weeks of the year tho corMining In Very Fore Front of
ago
Is reyear
responding period a
ported.
Paying Enterprises.

SOME

THINGS

nt

BOOMING

'I'revenlles" will promptly check n
cold or tho Grippe when taken early
or at the ' sneeze stage. i'revenlles
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
Shoop, llaolne, Wis., will gladly
mail you samples and a book on
olds free, if you will write him. ine
samples prove their merit. Check
early colds with I'reveiitlcs and stop
pneumonia. Sold in uc and Joe box
es by all druggists.
o
Arizona Is Covered With Snow.
2
came In this morning,
When No.
persons who were about the depot, or
who saw the train even from a dis
tance, were made to understand why
crisp this
the air was unusually
morning. No. 2 vaa literally covered
with ice and snow. Huge Icicles
clung to the coaches and snow was
packed in all of the vestibules. It was
earned from tho trainmen that a snow
storm had been encountered at Wins-loAriz., last night and that the
train had had a hard fight of it all
way
to La gun a.
the

Reports received
Presoott, Ariz:
here from all the Important mining
toacTj of the territory have developed the fact that millions of dollars
are being expended for the equlp--meof both old and new properties
JUi mining machinery of all kinds.
Orders bavu been placed with
for very extensive supplies
of hoisting plants, pumps of high
compressor,
engines.
capacity,
piping, mill equipments and all the
ruquJ sites for large mining operations
according to the most approved and
It ia widely
cenUflc methods.
recognised among experienced mln-im- c
men that all this modern, labor-savintt
g
machinery will make it
for one man to do the work of
tea of a few years ago. The chief
need of the copper mining Industry
f the territory Just at present appears to be in the line of adequate
smelting facilities; but this need is
iMsing rapidly supplied.
Not only
have okl smelters been overhauled
mad Improved, but a large number
--ml (traducing
companies have gone
esteusively into the construction of
new omelters of enormous capacity
and designed to meet the requirements of the many grades and kinds
of ore now being handled. It is a
matter of note that the increase in
the copper production of the United
Slates during 1906 amounted to only
v about 6 per cent, but that the larger
Jutrt of' this Increase is credited to
Arisona. Among the most active of
Che companies now being developed
ia the effort to meet the increasing
Uomand for copper ore are the Hull
jiropertles, the Verde Grande, and the
Consolidated copper creek in Yova-jcounty, the Dan U'Carroll group
Pinal county, and the Mansfield
sa Haul Cruz county. These mines
are all situated upon the same great
Mineral belt extending diagonally
sujrosa the territory; and they are
all making rapid progress and
extensive equipments of
and supplies.
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GEOGRAPHY
Why Boundaries ;of Statis Are

So Crooked and Uncertainly Defined.

PRESCOn SAYS
ARIZONA

PECULIAR

RIVERS WHICH ARE L0S1

Tin nsmv, march

CITIZEN.

there may be a dispute over Its exactness some day.
For many years the tinrlhwc"'
boundary linn of tho United States
was Just about as cn.y to locate as
the famous "Seven Cities of Cibola,"
for which the early explorers searched so futlloly. The old trealv states
that the line should be "duo west
from the I,ake of tho Wood to the
Mississippi." This might have been
fairly approximated If the Mississippi
had lived up to the expectations of
the treaty-maker- s,
but it continued
to wander through tho state after
own
Its
Independent fashion, fully
two counties to the southeast of the
lake. In a half century or so the
line wbi made more definite, tuough
the point Anally chosen as the
"northwestern point" Is now well
under the waters of the lake.

It was not until 1842 that Malue
knew Just how much territory she
had In her northeast coner. The oiJ
treaty of 1781 defined the boundary
as "following the St. Croix river to
Its source," thence north to th
Highlands that divided the waters t.f

the Atlantic from those of the St.
Lawrence.
As no one knew which
DIED of
two rivers emptying fifty miles
apart was the St. I'roix, or which set
of highlands was .neant, or whether
the Buy of Fundy might be considerOced
an arm of the Atlantic, early
Things
Which
of
These
Some
Maine geography was rather mixed.
cur In New Mexico and
When Lord Ashburton and Daniel
Webater straightened the matter out
ilfty-nln- e
Near Albuquerque.
years later,
they gave
of the disputed land
to the United States and
to England.
(Ily I reilci l.- - .1. Raskin.)
her
A little girl who was taking
The most famous boundary line in
first lesson in geography, inquired of the United States is that dividing
her mother: "What makes the lines Pennsylvania and Maryland. It was
between tho slates so crooked? Why surveyed in 17HH-6by Charles Maare sotno states shaped lui oddly?" son and Jeremiah Dixon, and they
No wonder that the toother had to are credited with running the who'e
get help to explain. There are few lino with the exception of twenty-tw- o
grown-up- s
who could answer these
miles. It was called for them
questions satisfactorily.
Our fore- "Mason
and Dixon's Line," and refathers used such crude methods of ceived
the
political prominence
defining many of tho state divisions, time ofIts the great "Missouri atComthat some boundary lines are as hard promise," In 1820, when John Ranto decipher as a maze in a king's dolph, In a famous speech, referred
garden.
to It as the boundary line between
Tak'i the old eastern boundary of the growing factions of the north
New York for an example. The line and south.
Since then It has been
was described as starting as "a rock an Integral part of history. The
In tho ancient road or wading place boundary illne between
MassachuIn Jiyrain Kiver," following a direcsetts and Connecticut has never been
tion that would lead by a "bunch of accurately determined, a strip of th-hornbeam saplings" and a tree, which Merrlmac Valley being In dispute.
was either "a red oak or u white
oak," touching another tree on the
Vermont has no claim on the Con"land occupied by Thomas Wllsey necticut Tlver, because the old grant
1)114,"
In
and finally falling in with of the colony of New York defined 1U
a certain farm fence. Land was so boundary as reaching "to" the Conplentiful in those old days that u necticut, and Vermont was carved
few miles one way or another did from the eastern part of New York.
not make much difference. The line Virginia is In the same fix where the
separating Tennessee from Georgia, Potomac Is concerned, the commiswhich was surveyed in 1819, was de- sion appointed
to establish
her
fined quite as lucidly. This was said boundary line fixing it on the southto begin at "a rock due south of ern bank of the river, leaving Marythe old Indian town of NlckaJack," land's dominion to extend over all
passing due east In such a manner the streams.
as to "leave old D. Ross two miles
and eighteen yards in the .state of
In the great basin between
the
Tennessee.
Hookies and the Sierra Nevada lie
the ghosts of many dead lakes.
Kivers still flow down to the dry
A tiny parcel of lead In southwest
e
great reserMassachusetts wan given to New edges of these
York In 1855. It was a small cove voirs, and are licked up by evaporaOf all
Chinook
winds.
the
and
Inaccessible tion
that was practically
from the east, and because of this it the lakes that once lay there only
became a most desirable place for Great Salt Iake, Luke Tahoe, and
prize lights, the offenders being ablo Deer Lake are left. Tho Southern
to slip back Into New York easier Pacific rolls for 165 miles across the
than the officers could get In from bed of what was onco Lake Lahon-taand passengers gazing idly from
So to break up this
Massachusetts.
the windows may see the terraces
interesting game of
and the and wrinkles in the crust of the
between the
and
law enforcers, the bit of land was giv- fossil lake, which nature robbed nges
en to the state that could best po- defrauded of Its crystal treasures

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

WANTED.
dining room girl at Co- WANTED
mmbm hotel.
WestWANTED Messenger boys.
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTED Girl for general housework. 112 North Walter street.
WANTED At once, one short order
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
cook.
A

DRUGS

--

PHARMACY

POR TERFIELD CO.

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

m

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full
Gold

Scfof

Illllng

Teeth

Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

$1.50 up
$0
50c

ALL WOKK AnsOLVTEI.Y
ANTEED.

GUAR-
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ELKS

EL PASO

ELECT

Ji

NEW OFFICERS

u

l. C

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

liit-ter-

s.

Ilk

The Elks elected officers Wednesday night for the ensuing ear and
Edward Kneezell wis elected exalted
ruler for the third term. Other officers elected were as follows:
leading Knlghr J. II. Coons.
Loyal Knight- - W. H. Eirle.
Lectin ing Kntn'.t - A. S. J. Cxl.ir.
Secretary M. H. M i 'alio in.
I
Tre. isurerM. Vall
Tyler A. T. S.unworth.
Trustees V. R. Stiles, K. .Move.
Delegate to grand lodge at Philadelphia. S.
li.llliu; litem. lie, W. II.
.

-

.1

Austin.

Workotl Like a riiarni.

Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
spicy Journal, the Enterprise, Louisa,
Va., says: ' I ran a nail In my foot
last week and at once applied Ruck-len'- s
Arnica Salve. No Inllammatlon

followed: the salve simply healed the
wound." Heals every eore, burn and
skin disease.
Guaranteed
ut all
jc.
denier!5,

a
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TO

FOR KENT.
FuK RENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 418 South Broadway.
Wo have about $3,000 to Ison In
house. Ill
FOR RENT Four-rooCall 623 North sums h! $1,00 or less on real cedite
South Edith street.
Third.
scciiiiij ii g jht ppnf.
us.
FOR RENT Houses from three to
eight rooms, modern; also store
rooms and offices.
W. H. MeMil-lio211 West Gold avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery. 624 Went TIJeras avenue.
216 West Cold Ave.
FOR
RENT Five-roomodern
home, furnished; will rent for the
summer or lease for a year; plenty
of shade and fruit trees; good
John M. Moore Realty Co. PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
per
up;
11.00
week and
also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
LAWYERS.
per week and up, furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
M. Bond.
Ira
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. ii F.St..
524 South Second street, AlbuquerN. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
que, N. M.
iana patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
SALE,.
l'OK
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR SALE A good big 'cow, will" be
It. W. I). Rryan.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuoaer- FOR SALE At a sacrifice, type que, N. M. Office, First National
writer; good as new; must be sold linnk building.
for cash only.
Address Hard up,
E. W. Dobson.
care Citizen office.
ATTORNEY AT UW.
ftmm
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
will find fine home made, bread, 6c Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
DENTISTS.
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made. Phone 710.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Mrs. Downs, 606 South Arno St.
Dental Surgeon.
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard
Rooms S find X Tlflmttlt K. ,11.41.- .property on Mountain road, first over O'Rielly's drug
store. Phone
house west of acequla, near Six- No. 744. Appointments made
by mall.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
Ed in nm J.- A - P. , v.
rk n
or at 300 North Proadway.
art a
No. 308 Railroad annn.
Am.
hours,
a. m to 12:80 p. m.; !:
p. in. 10 d p. m. Botn phones. ApALBUQUERQUE ELKS pointments made by mall.
W. M. SHRRinAN l r
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-phoHOLD ELECTION AND
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. Ii. IIITKT
Office,
N. T. Annljo BMg.
BANQUET
Tuberculosis treated with ui.k
Frequency Electrical
Current and
ucruuciue,
.treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 n. m. TVain,t
Lodge in Fine Condition and nurse In attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Its Membership ConstantAuto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
ly on Increase.
A. RnrtnKTRs
Commercial Club building.
Rlack
or White hearse, 16.
Lodge,
Albuquerque
liencvolent
The
ARCHITECTS
and Protective Order of Elks, held its
annual meeting last night In ils rooms
W.
F.
Soencer.
Rooms tn.fr
at the Elks opera house. A largo nett building, Albuquerque,
N.
M.
and much enthusiasm
attendance
characterized
the proceedings and uoui pnones.
the following officers were elected:
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Exalted Ruler M. E. Hlekey.
Esteemed Leading Knight L. C.
Thos.
K. D. Maddlson.
Bennett.
Office With W. B. Childers
Loyal Knight Arthur
117
Esteemed
West Gold avenue.
W. Cavanaugh.
Esteemed Lecturing Knight John
HAIR DRESSER A7TD CUIROPO.
Lee Clarke.
DIST.
Treasurer C. A. Hawks.
Trustee for Three Years Don J.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorj. No.
Rankin.
Tyler Hert Maker.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is nn.
Felix H. Lester was selected as pared to give thorough Renin treat.
delegate to the big annual reunion in ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
Philadelphia in July, R. W. D. Rryan
and Ingrowing nails. She
to act as alternate. It Is expected bunions
gives massage treatment and mani
that the local lodge will be well
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
at the July meeting.
The regular program was followed tlon of complexion cream builds up
with a banquet, which was greatly en- the skin and Improves the complex-Ion- ,,
Joyed by all present and ut which the
and Is guaranteed not to be Ingenerally prosperous condition or the jurious. She also prepares a hair
lodge was manifested through the tonic that cures and prevents danpresence of the many new members, druff and hair falling out;
restore
who have been added to the organisalife to dead hair; removes moles,
tion during the past year.
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. AH of these
LAS VEGAS ELKS
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a viELECT NEW OFFICERS brator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism,
palm
ad massage..
On Tuesday evening of this week,
the Las Vegas Elks, Lodge No. 408,
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADat an enthusiastic meeting, elected the
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUGfollowing officers:
Exalted Ruler O. A. Larraxola.
STORE.
Esteemed Leading Knight A. C.
NOTICE FPU PUBLICATION.
Erb.
Esteemed Loyal Knight W. M:
Department of the Interior, Land OfLewis.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Esteemed Lecturing Knight Dr. C
Peb. 28. 1907.
S. Losey.
Notice Is hereby given that Vicente
Secretary Thos. Illauvelt.
Herrera,
of
N.
M., has flies
Chllill.
Henjamin.
W.
G.
Treasurer
notice ot his intention to make final
Tyler John Thornhlll.
five-yeproof
in support of his
Trustee for Three Years T. J. claim, via:
Homestead Entry No.
Raywood.
made
SI, 1S01, for
December
Ingentlemen
will
be
All of these
u- -.
i
the the S !'!.: KWU
stalled at the first meeting of the and
NE14
NW4 and lots 1 and '',
lodge in April, at which time the ot-- .
i. luniisnip b in, uange
K.
lodge proceedings will be given adthat said proof will be made beditional Interest through the reception and
H.
fore
W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Comof ten new members.
at Albuquerque, N. M.. oi
Hallett Raynolds, who, during the missioner,
April t, 1907.
last year, has acted as exalted ruler
names the following witness..
of the lodge, was designated to rep- to He
prove his continuous residence
upresent No. 408 at the Grand Iidge on, and cultivation
of, the land, vi:
reunion in Philadelphia with Dr. R.
Francisco
Garcia,
I.us
Martin.
D. Rlack as alternate.
The newly
Red
Ignacio Herrera all of
elected officers entertained the lodge Ch'lili. N. and
M.
o.
to
appreciative
and
remarks
with
MANUEL
R. OTERO.
A. Larrazoln, who was absent, a teleRegister.
gram of notification was sent.
will
be a regular meeting ot
There
n.

n,

Well-Iniornv-

On

m

Life Building.

seven-twelft-

TRUTH

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

MONEY

ghost of a river, for there is no water
there. It passes by the ruins of
Gran Qulvira, its bed Is strewn with
broken lava, and it terminates In a
salt marsh.
The Indians have u
legend that long ago the waters were
deep and swift there, until one day
a great fire swept down the valley,
lapping up the waters, leaving the
bed empty, the banks barren, and
the valley desolate forever more.
Crater Lake. Oregon, Is said to
have the greatest depth of any freshwater lake In this country, Its maximum depth being 1,896 feet. Lake
Tahoe is possibly next In the enterCause of StonuuTi Trouble.
prising effort to send water down
When a man has trobule with his
to quench the (Ires in the center of
stomach you may know that he is
the earth, for the measuring lead
eating more than he should or of
shows 1.645 feet there. Lake Erie
some article of food or drink not
enjoys
the distinction of being the
suited to his age or occupation, or
only one of the chain of Great Lakes
ago.
that his bowels are habltuauy lice It.
that has a current, this being duo
constipated.
Chamberlain's
Take
to its shallowness.
to these ghost-lake- s
are
the
Akin
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu
Unisurveys
of
the
the
earliest
In
flow
the
lost
improve
rivers
with
all
the
that
late the bowels and
The total number of navigable
digestion and see if the trouble does ted States, rivers and like natural uulfdtitBii anil uluurnnua rtt nllior I miles of the Mississippi river Is esstreams near bv. then dlsannear Into timated at 2,161 miles for average
not disappear. Ask for a free sam- boundaries wero pressed into service
to determine the limits of the dif- the earth as mysteriously as if they
ple. Sold by all druggists.
and 2,237 miles for small
ferent territories or grants, and much were spirit streams. In the valley steamers,
steamers. All the tributaries of this
shifttrouble
has
resulted
from
the
many
of
are
Grande
the
there
Rio
at
is
Considerable human Interest
combined would make a stream
hublts of theso kinds of bound- little rivers of this kind. Just south river
tached to the untimely death of En ing
13,160 miles long, and a steamer to
that of Santa Fe Is the River Hondo, traverse
gineer Buehner, who was killed at aries. Had not the commission Unithis would go a distance
between the
which Hows broad and deep for slightly greatly
He was to fixed the division
Las Vegas on Monday.
New
than
from
upon
Mexico
decided
Stutes
ted
and
many
suddenly
spreads
miles,
then
have been married within a few weeks a
to Bangkok, by way of London.
certain channel of the Hlo Grande, out over a sandy plain and disap- York
to a young woman of Trinidad.
If It were a pretty lively steamer 11
where that river Is used as the line, pears.
A few hundred
feet from could make such a trip In about
the citizens in that part of the world where it goes out of sight there is fifty
Found at Last.
days.
The Mississippi river
have a hard time deciding only sand as dry as dust itself. Some discharges
J. A. Harmon, of Llzemore, West would
Into the gulf 673, UU0 cubic
Mexthey
or
are
Americans
whether
tiny
in
of
streams
brackish
end
these
Va., says: "At last I have found the
feet of water every second, und Is
icans, because the river changes its lakes, but most of them disappear in the
perfect pill that never disappoints course
only river In the Cnited States
so often.
the sand beds. On the coast of Mex- Mowing Into teh ocean (the gulf be
me; and for the benefit of oth'-rstreams ing reckoned here as a part of the
ico there are clear-wattyphoid
liver and
afflicted with
The people of California and Ne- that discharge Into the gulf from ocean) that has no tide. Tidal rivers
Hermoslllo, Mexico:
The present chronic constipation, will say: take vada
may still be living in one an- underground channels many feet be- never
GuarDr. King's New Life Pills."
--ana price of cupper has given great
nor more than one
other's territory for all they know low the level of the sea, and theoe month. have deltas,
impetus to the development of the anteed satisfactory. 25c at all deal- as
esboundary
was
to
line
the
same
hard
thought
waters
be
to
are
the
ers.
er copper mines of this district.
tablish and may vary half a mile. that disappear up in the stales.
There are muny mysteries of the
A the Lluvla de Cobre mine the
We do it right. KOCCin DRY. Im Just where the elbowlike bend comes
ocean that the centuries have hid
work of drifting has made marked
valley
is
between
Tahoe,
the
Pecos
in
In
line
Lake
and
it
the
the
in
Laundry
perial
Co.
den, and which scientific study is
Itrocreas during the past week, and
almost in the exact middle of that and the Rio Grande, beginning near only Just now discovering. The men
o
400 ton
the company now has nearly
is
an
principal
mountain,
bed
measurement
the
of
the
Sandia
lake
mechanics,
Farmers,
railroaders,
that
In
charge of the work of the gulf
of ore on the dumps ready for the laborers rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric for the angle of the turn had to be old river with all its tributaries, its division
of the Hydrographic ottice
smelter. This ore assays from 4 to II. Takes the sting out of cuts, burns taken. While the boundary thus es- falls, its shallows, and its fascinating
have found in the Gulf of Mexico,
7 per cent copper.
In one of the or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay tablished has bf on accepted, and is IbenOs.
long
30U
miles
ami
is
It
about 200 miles off the southern coast
drifts large quantities of native cop- where it is used.
generally recognized as being correct many feet wide, but It Is only the In a direct line from the Atcha-falay- a
indicating
per are appearing,
the
river, a pool of oil. This oil
bodies,
ore
fareaence of extensive
lies In the water to a depth of about
from, numerous assays recently obthree feet, and covers a large sur
tained it Is figured that much of tiie
face. No one can account fur its
in the Lluvla will yield 110 to the
being there. It has also been found
in gold, which should pay the
that the currents of the gulf have
expenses
and
company's running
made an eddy that settled Into a pool
provide for the cost of additional
of dead water.
This eddy catches
machinery as needed.
the flotsam and Jetsam of the sea,
totally
and
looks
unlike the rest of
IJeorgetown, Calif.: A number of
Well-inform- ed
the gulf water In its coloring.
gold properties located on the fam
wis Mother Lode, which were abanDoes coffee disagree
with you?
doned as worked out after having
Probably It does!
is to
as to tin? relative standinj; anil niiahiiity of the leading manufacturThen try Dr.
yielded enormous profits of old time
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Cof-ffe- "
ers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians arc the most carelul as to
oiaUiods are now being reopened.
is a clever combination of parch
With the aid of modern machinery it
quality and Dt rfcot nuritv of remedies tit'escruM d lv them, and it is well
uniform
the
ed
cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
is undoubtedly Hue that the mining
entree, remember, In Dr. Shoop s
Well-IFig
n
Syrup
real
California
physicians
the
formed generally that
and the
known to
situation In this district is likely to
Her.lth Coffee, yet Its flavor and taste
n
during the
Co., by reason of its correct me thods and perfect equipment and the ethical character ot
witness a decided
n niches closely old Java and Mocha
George Wingtleld,
nutnlng months.
offec.
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
If your stomach, heart, or
tie of the principal owners of the
k'dneys can t stand coffee drinking,
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Mohawk, is now heavily interested
tiy Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
Company has become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy,
ia tcold properties in this vicinity.
nourishing end satisfying.
It's nice
even for the youngest child. Sold by
Idaho City, Idaho: Mining men in
C. X. Brliurnam.
AND
section are manifesting keen in
.Is
crest in the preparations now be
K.VMPLKK
GAIX)RE.
CARPET
in every walk-- of life and an essential to H'imain ut sucto the
apix-a- l
lug made for placing the McKlnley
bound for rugs. One-thir- d
off reg
standing,
therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
cess and creditable
upon the production
Kwld property
ular price. Kutrelle Furniture Co.
vis at an early date.
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the (act that it involves the question of right
The prospect
si
work on the property has been long
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge l what is liest each hour
and thorough, covering a period of
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
of recreation. 'f enjovment, of contemplation and ot eiioit may I h made to contribute
over eight years. Mine Superintend
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, which Is alone
cot McKlnley states that the preto that end and the usi- ni medicines disjienscd with generally to great advantage, but
liminary work on the inuln tunnel
worth many times Its cost. B. F.
the
at
if
may
taken
simple,
be
a
many
remedy
in
wholesome
invaluable
instances
as
jmc is practically completed, and that
Crocker. Ksq., now 84 years of age,
as soon as the necessary machinery
and for twenty years Justice of the
ptox r time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, say:
be installed the tunnel bore will
truthfully the stibjei t and to supply the one Kiti-claxative remedy which has won
"I am terribly allllcted with sciatic
start into the side of Jupiter mounldIx'cause
f
ide
of
anil
Wi
physicians
the
appoval
acceptance
the
the
oi
my left arm and
in
rheumatism
tain with the purpose of penclrut
right hip. I have used three botof the excellence of the combination, known to all. and the oiiginal method ot manufacjug the mineralized veins ut rlgii
angina. He also states
of
tles
Chamberlain's
the
Pain dahn and
that
ture, which is known to ihe California F'g Syrup Co. mly.
It did me lots of good."
financial backing of the company For sale
of
by all druggists.
This valuable leun dy has leen long and favorably known uiuh r the name
now fully assured.
and that tin
o
uill be conducted
mine operations
acceptance as the most excellent of
Srup of Fig and ha attained to wot
spring
mi a wale entirely adequate to the
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative print ip'n y. obtained liom Senna, are well
on
only 5. gl'ar.
proven value of 'the property.
As
best
years.
avj'eei
says taken from the McKinley claim.'
known to physicians and tin; W't
nlornn d of the world to be the best of natural
i i
tutve shown values running as high
rmi i ri: co.. m)i.e agents.
n have adopted the more elaborate name ot Siup of Figs and l.li.xir of
laxatives,
gold,
us IS. 000 to the ton in
the
How to Remain Young.
more fully descriptive of the lemedy. but doubtless it will always
Senna
average being about
".
To continue young In health
and
for by the shoiter name of Symp of Figs and to el ils Ik lii t'icial effects always
strength,
do as Mrs. N. F. - Rowan,
Hreckeni lilge, Colo.: The Welliim-loCo.
Fig
Syrup
lull
when
Compum
purchasing,
California
of
name
the
the
note,
says:
McDonough.
Ga.,
did.
She
lead and zinc mine continues to
"Three bottle of Electrle Hitters curSvrupof
plainly printed on tin- tiont of every package, whether mui simply call lorport valuable mikes of pay ore
ed me of chronic liver and stomach
as depth is attained in the working--- .
Figs- - or by the full name - S nip of Figs ami Flixir of Senna- - as - S nip of Figs and
trouble complicated with such an
A high grade shoot recently encouul-err- d
F.lixir ol Senna
is the one laxative lemedy manufactured l the California Fig S nip
unhealthy condition
of
the blood
produced samples that fairly
that my ?kiu turned red as flannel.
Co. and the same heretofore known bv the name- - Syrup ut Figs
which has given
glHtered with lead and zinc.
It is
I am now practically
20 years youngstated that this ore also contains
satisfaction t millions. The genuine is lor sale by all h ading di agists throughout
er than before 1 toolc Electric
enough silver to defray much of the
which
I
original
my work with
of
leyular
do
of
now
can
one
all
packages
the
price
in
I'nited
the
Stales
rn!,
esiiense of its removal. The encounease and us.sist in my husband's
is fifty cents per bottle.
tering of this shoot is regarded a!
Guyanleed at all dealer.
store.''
Iiavlng no small
for adF.verv bottle is sold under the geltelal guaiantee of the Company , filed with the
Price 50c.
joining properties, Ninee the WellingSecrelaty of Agrii ulture, at Washington,
that the i medy is not adulterated or
ton company confidently counts upon
SI'l I I i. PRICES on a line assortlakhig out I1.ihmi.uou worth of ore
Telephone
misbi.uided within the meaning of the Food and I 'rugs Act, June ;oth, looo.
ment of carpet samples.
ln. The financing f
from this one
us to send you a lot on approval.
iUIh company was
Co
Kutrelle
Furniture
during the winter.
For catarrh, let me send you free,
Ariz.
I'ulagonia.
The general
just to prove merit, a trial size box
(if
manager
copper
the Manslieid
San Francisco, Cal.
of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It is
mine, reports that smelter analysis of
U S. A.
Louisville, Ky,
New York, N. Y
a snow white, creamy, healing antiore now ready fur
shows a
septic balm that gives instant relief
London, Fngland.
liiuM tulue of over I'Jii per ton, and
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
that the mine -will undoubtedly be
Make the free test and tee. Address
able to produce- large amounts of
Dr. bhoop, Racine, Wis. Large Jars
ihis grade of ore in the near future.
He further states that the tisKiire vein
10 cents. Sold by ull druggists.
pos-vsV-

PROPERTY

ss

The HIGHLAND
Occidental

PERSONAL

Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, aa low as fl
and as high as $200.
Loans are
quickly made and strictly private
Hocorro, N. M.
on year given.
WANTED A boy who is willing to Time: One month toyour
possession.
work; one having bicycle preferred. Goods remain In
Our rates are reasonable. Call so
Lion Store.
WANTED Competent night engineer see us before borrowing.
Address "I," in own handwriting.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Care Citizen.
Steamship ticket to and from all
parts of tho .world.
WANTED More work tor a first-clahand laundry. Lace curtains a
Rooms t and 4, 'Grant Bldg.
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
i
216 West Railroad Ave.
408 West TUems avenue. (Colored.)
PRIVATE OFFICES.
s
secondGentleman-WANTED
Open Evenings.
hand clothing. No. S16 South First
street, south of viaduct. Bend address and will call. R. J, Sweeney,
proprietor.

always
Don't
think
how
you can get them.
cheap
Think instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you ran always get them. We
have only one ouality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

AND OTHERS HAVE
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Reduced
Railway Rates
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore' Ticket
Office, 111 West Railroad avenue.

"nl member of American Ticket limkers'
In Albuquerque.
M.
Correspondence
solicited.

HUimsllAV, MAKCIt

28,

'ALBUQUERQUE

190".

WON

THREE HUNDRED

EVEVTNG

RATIONAL CHURCH T NIGH

OF THE
OOMrlLATION
PKIX'tiK OF PIIIIjAN- TBIlOPinr BY AMERICAN Mil-- i
litONAIHKS SHOWS GIGANTIC
IIAIiF GOES TO
TtrTAL
IS
HOCKF.FEl.IiEn
KING OF CIIAH1TY, GIVING
TWICE AS MK II AS CAKNE(iIE.

$297,364,000
in
GENERAL BENEfACTIONS

KDC-OATIO- N

3

31

3j

GEORGIA
1
7

mm o

'IN

TEN .DOLLAR BILL'S WOULD

REACH.

nONUHCNT

Cradle Soiij:

0.

Schwab, Chas. M. Pledged Riverside Drive mansion and grounds to
public for museum at his death,
$8,500,000; Staten
Island property
for public school athletic grounds,
$250,000.
Total, $8,750,000.
Heartrt, Mrs. Phoebe University of
girls' school,
California, $4,000,000;
Washington, $6S0.000; archaeological
department of University of California. $460,000. Total, $5,140,000.
Rogers, Henry M. Athletic field,
Rogers'
high school,
Fairhaven,
Mass., $150,0ti0; gifts to Fairhaven,
Mass., etc.. $2,500,000.
Total,

VilH,

i

!
I

Morgan. J.
Plerpont. Eighteen
contributions to museums, $860,000;
Harvard law school, five buildings,
$1,550,000.
Total, $2,410,000.
Yerkes, Chas. T. Two houses and
treasures
to
Metropolitan
art
museum,
$5,000,000;
bequests to
To- other institutions,
$4,000,000.
$9,000,000.
tal.
Straus, Nathan. Pure milk
free coal, etc., $500,000; main-- I
talnlng recreation piers, New York,
and free milk dlsiiensarles theron,
$380,000.
Total, $1,060,000.
Frlck,
Henry
C.
Polytechnic
school, $5,000,000: employes pension,
cru-j.Had- e,

opyrlght. 1905, by J. E. McOue.
$1,300,000; Pittsburg Y. M. C. A.,
$200,000; American Academy of Arts,
THE KING OF CHAHITY.
Siu!hhot of John I. Hockefcllt-- r at Rome, $400,000. Total, $8,900,000.
Golf.
Carnegie, Andrew Eighty small

A.
,

Metcalt Stlhernagle.
Piano Accompaniment Mlses Rose Abrams.
Part It.

Rv Ronald

Ily Gaymor
Metcalf Sllbernagle.
Violin Accompaniment
Mrs. DeWoolf, Mr. Wm. McCIellan.

lu--

Part

Romance

3.

Alfred Gousofeld

Part

8

IMG
CITIXEM

L. J. Miller
Mrs. DeWoolf, C. Buhel

A.

Vocal

D iet

Part 6.
It Was a Ix.ve and His Lassy

Soprano
Baritone
Piano Awi mpaiment

Part

Mrs. Kvelyn

7.

. . .

Solo

;

Mis. Elsie DeWoolf

Part 8.
Richard Uarthold for propaganda international peace, $1,000,- - Harp K..I0
$87,000; annuities
000; hero fund,
Mrs. Elsie DeWoolf.
college professors, $15,000; Syracuse
Part 9.
university, $150,000; Smith college, Vocal D.'e- '- Trust Him Not
$125,000; Brown university. $150,000;
Mrs. E. L. Washburn, Mrs. Kvelyn Sllbernagle.
Illinois Wesleyan university, $60,000;
Miss Abrams
Bates college, $50,000; Union college Piano Accompaniment
Part 10.
$100,000; lake to Princeton, $385,000.
By Charles Johnson
Gayatella Waltzes
Total, $58,389,500.
'
Albuquerque Mandolin and Guitar Club.
Ryan, Mrs.
Thos. F. Catholic
$2,500,000;
charities,
nonsectarlan
charities. $300,000; Cathedral of Sacred Heart, Richmond, $500,000; Good sity of Chicago, $7,000,000.
NOTICE FOH Pl'IlMCATION.
hospital, SurTern, N. Y.;
Samaritan
Department of the Interior, LanJ
Mackay, Mrs. Clarence 11. Schools
$150,000; chapel, Washington, D. C,
Oltice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,
$148,000.
$S0,000; Georgetown university, $350,-00New York throat, nose and lung
Sohenley,
wrs. Mary. Schenley 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that George
hospital, Lynch- park, Pittsburg, $1,000,000.
hospital, $100,000;
Klrochlma, of Laguna, N. M., ha4
burg. Va., $280,000. Total $4,260,000.
family
McCnrmick tiled notice of his intention to make
McCormlck
Phlpps, Lawrence C. Agnes Mem- Theological seminary, $1,000,000.
proof in support of his
linal five-yeorial sanitarium, Denver, $500,000.
Vanderbilt, W. K. Yale, $1,000,-00- claim, viz.;
Homestead entry No.
SchifT, Jacob
H. Hospital
and
12, 1902, for
UK43.
September
made
$165,-00charity. $1,600,000; Harvard,
Milliken, Jas., Decatur, III. Edu- the N Vi NW 4. SW 14 NW 14 and
$100,000. cation. '1. 000, 000.
Columbia university,
SW 14. section 18, township
Total $1,865,000.
Ferguson, Ben. Chicago Art Insti- 7NW
N, runge 4 W, and that Bald proof
college, tute, fl, 000, 000.
Voorhees, Ralph Huron
will be made before Sllvestre Mirabel,
Lafayette university. $100,-00$100,000;
Tilklns. Mrs. Steven 1!. Y. M. C. I". S. Court Commissioner, nt San
Marysville college,
$100,000; A.. Elkins, $50,000.
N. M., on May 6, 1907.
Rutgers college, $69,000. Total $369,-00Wanamaker,
John Y. M. C. A., Rafael.
He names the following witnesses
$100,000.
to prove
residence
continuous
Salisbury,
and
Steven Harvard
Morton, Levi P. Cathedral of St. upon, and his
cultivation of, the land,
other institutions, $17,000,000: Wor- John the Divine, $600,000.
Romero,
Carr,
viz.:
Charles
Lorenzo
Tocester Art museum, $3,000,000.
FerThompson, Mrs. Frederick
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Latal, $20,000,000.
ris Vassar, $500,000.
guna, N. M.
Brandegee, Mrs.
Edward D., Utl-c- a
Letehworth, Wm. I. New York
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Church
work In Philippines,
state public park, $1,500,000.
Register.
Hackley, Mrs, Julia E. Muskegon, $100,000.
New
Anonymous millionaires
Mich. Education and municipal im"Generally debilitated
for years.
York Historical society, $200,000.
provement, $2,000,000.
sick headaches, lacked ambition,
Sloun, John Charities and institu- Had
Nowlen, Addison J., Chicago
was worn-ou- t
and all run down. Burtions, $862,000.
Protestant charities $250,000.
Blood Bitters made me a well
Twenty-fiv- e
Wilson, Milton H.
Northwestern dock
New York millionaires
Mrs.
woman."
Chas. Freitoy, Moo-suNational endowed theater, $2,500,-00- university, $260,000.
Conn.
Grace, Wm. R.
Grace church,
$100,000.
Eighteen Chicago
millionaires
Peabody Educational fund ConFund for new art theater, $200,000.
Crane, Albert Tuft's
seminary, tributions, $1,250,000.
Anonymous millionaires
XTnlon
$100,000.
Unnamed
millionaires
Union seminary'. $1,100,000.
'Methien,
F.,
Mass.
Searles, Kdward
seminary, $350,000.
Public institutions. $2,800,000.
Wilcox. Albert, New York York
$334.-00TTrart Strength, or Hrt Wmlcnmw. niMtni Nerr
Pearsons. D. K. Charity,
National Association of Audubon sottrenifih, or Nerve Wraknm
imthliis mora. I'o.
cieties, $100,000.
n Jt one weak heart In s hundred It. in
ltlrely.
Tuske-gee
Dotger. Mrs. Andrew
J.
Yale graduates Yale, $2,000,000.
actual) diwaaed.
almoot alwari a
It
It
$650.000..
Bloodgood
11.
institute.
Cutter,
Spread of
hidden tiny little nerve that really la all at fault.
Jas. Coolldge
Carter.
Harvard Thii otMcur nerve the Cardiac, or Il.art Nerre
the Bible, $750,000.
Imply need, and miut have, more power, more
$200,000.
Steel, Chas. University of A
mora eontrollinir. more foTenilnf
Milton, Win. F. - Harvard, $1,000.-00- stability,
$50,000.
Without that the ll.rt mutt onntiuue
suwiKth.
Glllingham, Jas. E. University of
to tail, and the Ktomach and kidneys also hare
Guggenheim, Meyer Hebrew char- these same conUullini nerves.
Pennsylvania and other institutions,
ities, $1,402,000.
$800,000.
This clearly explains why, as a medicine. Dr.
has In the past done so much
Bruce, Miss Sarah C. Town hall, Plioop't Restorative
George A.
Hearn,
Metropolitan
for
a eak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Khoop Brettouiht
Greenwich, Conn.. $200,00.
Museum of Art, $100,000.
painful,
cause
palpitating, suftorat.
of
all this
Unnamed millionaires
Coburn. Mrs. Helen G. Collegers the
Bowdoin
Ilif heart diatreM. Dr. Bhnop's KmtoratlTe this
college, $125,000.
and charities, $450,000.
popular prescription Is alone directed to theaa
Corey, Wm. Ellis Hospital. $10,-00- weak and wasting nerve centers. It builds;
Rankin, David Jr., St. Louis Inil'itrengtnens; It offers real, genuine heart help.
dustrial school. ( St. Louis, $2,000,000.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong diL.,
Casslly. Mary
WIdener. P. A. B. Crippled chil- gestion,
Connecticut
strengthen these Uierves
reestablish
dren, $5,000,000.
Educational institutions, $l,0uvJ,00Q.
them as needed, with
Zelgler. irs. K. Maltllda
Wlnthrop, Mrs. Mary . Princeton
Work
seminary, $1,760,000.
for blind, $175,000.
Swan, Mrs. J. Thompson PrinceRogers, Mrs. Henry II Messiah
ton. $300,000.
Home for Little Children, $300,000.
Belmont, August Catticral
Anderson, Mrs. Elizabeth Mllbank
St.
Barnard, $2,900,000.
John the Divine, New York, $350,-00Blumenthal, Geo. Columbus uniAnonymous millionaires
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
I'nlverversity, $200,000.
0;

'
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J. Schordorf

When the Quite Night Is Beaming
Mr. C. Buhel.
Harp Accompaniment

Flute

Metcalf Sllbernagle
Mr. Reynolds
Miss Abrams

Albuquerque, New Mexico

$1,000,000;

C. A.,

Phlpps, Henry Model tenements,
York, $1,000,000; Phlpps institute. Pa., $1,500,000;
model tenements, Philadelphia, $1,000,000. Total, $3,500,000.
Gould, Helen Miller Soldiers' and
sailors' religious work, $2,000,000; Y.
supM. C. A. buildings, $1,200,000;
port of Y. M. C. A. army chaplains,
$250,000; Y. M. C. A. work, exclusive
of buildings, $2,000,000; Y. M. C. A.
for navy yard, $400,000; Home for
Friendless, $50,000; two years' answers to private pleas for money (estimated). $1,500,000.
Total $7,400,-00-

2

Spanish Song I'erjura
Frank Coulthard
Solo Mandolin G. Devlne, Dr. Copp, Dr. Bronson, Wm. Gumbener, Wm.
('has.
Benjamin.
McCIellan, Mr. White,
Guitars--Charle- s
Arthur Wright, Norman Kemmher, Charles Jarmer. Flute
Buhel.
Part 5 It.
Flute. Violin, Mandolins (7), and Guitars (4.)
IN our Leaaue March

of

310,000.

Part

Whistling Solo New Burnswlck
Harp (Flute Accompaniment)

CO

south, $1,000,000; Y. M. C. A. Navy
home, Norfolk, Va., $300,000; Y. M.
San Francisco, $260,000; educational gifts contingent on equivalent amounts, I4H.UU0.000; Judsou
Memorial Baptist church. New York.
$40,000;
fund.
added endowment
University of Chicago, $1,450,000;
New York Association for Improving
Conditions of the Poor, $125,000;
Kockefeller Institute for Medical He-- ;
search, New York, $3,000,000; Uni-- 1
veraity of Virginia, $500,000; Yale en- dowment, $1,000,000; conditional glfl
to National Juvenile Improvement as- soclatlon. $5,000,000; American board!
(re-- !
of foreign missions,
Boston
Jected), $100,000.
Total, $103,763,-- !

Showel
(Whistler)
I.. 3. Miller

Mrs.

Mrs. Kvelyn

v.

$650,000; Lincoln memorial
the' entire libraries,
university, $20,000;
Franklin and
Marshall college, $37,500; Springfield
library, $150,000; 1300 llbrar
LIST OF GHEAT BENt:F.VCTIONS. Mass.,
pledged and In course of construe
Kockefeller, John D. Gifts gen- ies
$39,825,000; Rochester
univer
tion,
$43,000,000; sity, $100,000; New England confereral education board,
Juvenile courts and reformatories in ence, superanuated preachers,
fund

half

Mr Showel

Miss Rose Abrams.
Part 4.

.SOME CONCKITIONS OF THE AM HINT OF MONEY 1NYOI.VEH
JIST TWO YEAHS OF HEN EFACTH NS.

tallng almost
amount.

Frank Coulthard
(Piano)

(darnel)

Lovely Night

Jarmer

Mrs. Kvelyn

TAN.

TRfl HCW

(.

Clemens

Mr. Kemcrer
C.

(Cello)
Mrs. Curilnc

cal Solo

To

PROM

Sage,
Mrs.
Russell Hensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute,
$1,000,000;
Kmma Wlllard seminary, $1,000,000;
M.
Y.
C.
A.,
National
$250,000; Sag
Harbor, N. Y., school, $60,000; Sage
foundation, $10,000,000.
Total, $12,- -

n

f
WASHINGTON

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Cook.

M Is

Benjamin
(Mandolo)
lr. Henderson

(Flut.M
C. Buhel

DOLLARS
AdJ ftIGH
THE

Commercial Printing

Mrs. Coons

C.

Mrs. E.Dr Woolf

is right

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facs
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Guitar

Mr.

Miss Vnnn
Miss Hazel Langdon

(Harp)

OPi

filfl o

000.

,

2

All Kinds

1.

White

Mr.

'"

ANI

Wm. McCIellan

Mrs. Crawford

Piano Solo

IT

A

1

SILVER

New

-

ini

Fart

TASSION.
Second Mandolin

-

Harp

v a

Iff

A

PILtS

($90,842,000)

It must be understood that the lint
does not Include the thousands of
Klfts of less than 150,000 by Individuals In all parts of the country. It
ulso does not include many benepersons, or
factions by anonymous
church donations and charities, or
Klftn by nocleties, cities, states or Individuals for relief in times of calamity, .uch as the tJan Francisco
disaster.
It is also exclusive of organized charity.
It Is estimated that complete total
or American philanthropy from January 1. 1905, would show an amount
in the neighborhood of half a billion
dollars.
The $297,364,000 accounted for In
compilation,
if
the accompanying
equally divided among all the inhabiistants of the United States and Its
land possessions, would give to each
man. woman and child about $3.
If reduced to silver dollars the tofeet
tal would fill a pit seventy-liv- e
square and Beventy-nln- e
feet deep.
is
A
of
list
the
feature
the tnormous gifts to education, to- -

L

"f A

I'ltWEH

Solo Violin
Win, Gumliener
Solo Mandolins
Mr. C. IMvlne
Dr. Coop
Dr. Itronson
Wm. Chadwlck

TO

WW fj a

l.llH $297,364,000.

Ifa

MORI TMAM EOUAI.
THE REALTY
V ALU It OP

I

Our Work

V,

are right

Charles Arthur Wright, Director.

IN TWO YEARc?

H'. pynitht, 1907. by tin- - Newspaper
Knteriirisu Association.)
Sew York. March 27. Kerent ru- -IojmuJ benefactions by American milli'iiutiren to j.hilanthroiiic causes have
auigKered the civllixed world, and
ha-registered a new and heretofore
height of charitable
undreamed-o- f
enterprise.
Koch day the ncwsiiapeis record
new mighty tributary' t" this
nm
ttotdan tt'.M)d.
That oome dellnite Idea of the exact proportion of these benefactions
rniKht be had the Newspaper Knter-pri?i- e
association, of which The Citizen l. a member, has just compiled a
complete list of important public gifts
bv American millionaire since January 1, 1905.
This first compilation of the
phllanthrophy of the day to

Our Prices

following 1 Uip iroKruin
lil li will ! rrndrml ly Uw Alhaqiiorquc
Mandolin ami Guitar nub, thirty piece, nt the Vn(rrrniUoMil
Church tonight.

Tin-

MiCITTY

rnie titrmii.

AI CDN6RE--

ERT

DOLLARS

FOR CHARITY IN JUST TWO YEARS
1HWT

CITIZEN.
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New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

0.

p.

0.

.

ivjiarcom
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

Heart Strength

0.

;

:

Write us For Catalogue of

-

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

q

J

0.

0.

m

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative

0.

.

wi

en

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

)K)00tt000Os00OCO

AT

Colombo Hall, North Second Street

NORTrt SEJOND ST.

3000C000CC001

grape

Last chance to see wireless in operation Tonight and Friday. Instruments
on view all day Saturday.

2J2

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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CITIZEN

Published Dally and Weekl.

V. S. KriUCKM-.U- ,

rresldnnt.

.

NEW SCHOOL LAW
In Tho Cltlren last evenlnR a published a most
excellent nummary of the new school law. This writer
read It with much pleasure; and while It may require
nome months for those who will be charged with the

execution of the law, to become thoroughly familiarized
with all Its parts so as to secure easy and harmonious
action of the whole. The Cltiaen Is free to express Itopinion that the new school law Is one of the very best
legislature.
enacted by the thirty-sevent- h
find that the two very
paper
to
It also pleases this
objectionable features, against which The Citizen
the first paper In New Mexico to utter its protest, were
The appointment of county superintendeliminated.
ents. Instead of their election, which was much the
worse, was killed in the house; the requirement of excessive qualifications excessive In quantity and char-n-le- r
which was the other feature to which The Citl-e- n
objected, was so far modified In the council as to
eliminate the ground of The Citizen's objection. Tha
law ns it now stands should very materially Improve the
condition and work of the rural schools in the territory.
No doubt it is lather too early In the condition of
public education nt the present time, but The Citizen
()wres to p,, t,n record ns expressing its expectation of
the arrival at no distant date in the future, of the time
when the pupi! who has passed through the grades below the high school, will have wherever high wool)
are, the choice of taking the high school course on his
way to the college; or the agricultural course, similar
to but in the place of the high school; or the manual
training school, in the place of either of the other two.
In other words, the high school should consist of three
different departments, the pupil or his parents having
the choke of which of the three he shall take.
-'

n

The Kvening Citizen congratulates Its friend ant
neighbor, the I .an Vegas Dally Optic, on having broken
Its long silence, and in doing so uttering on emphatic
Last evening the Optic said:
expression of opinion.
"The territorial board of Immigration will meet in a
It N
few days to organize and elect a new secretary.
hoped by everybody who Is at all Inclined to see a
square deal, that the board will select a secretary who
is not In any way connected with a newspaper or printing plant.
The board has a large amount of printing
done each year, and It should be distributed among the
publishers of the territory, and not all done in one
olllce.
If a man can be found who has been prominently identified with some organization that has bee-active in the. development of the territory's natural resources and the advancement of her commercial InterThis bureau has done very
ests, he should be chosen.
effective work In the past and If ability, rather than political preferment, is considered when the new secretary Is elected, it will continue to be a great power for
bringing new people and new capital into the territory."
i

advertising, or tho
The suspicion that dead-wa- ll
type of publicity, is not all that It should
be, has attained such proportions In the navy department, according to the Washington, D. C Herald, that
It has been decided to have an investigation which shall
show the relative advantages of advertising In the newspapers for recruits and the solicitation by colored posters. There are those who entertain the theory that
the best sort of recruits are obtained from the newspaper advertisements, on the very reasonable argument
that men who fall to read the newspaper want columns
are not apt to be desirable in any capacity. A considerable sum has been expended annually In putting out
huge posters of ornate design In order to attract the attention of the chance pedestrian who may be expected
to read the alluring proposition of employment with
large compensation and privileges If the candidate for
these circumstances of life will apply to the nearest
naval recruiting station.
circus-post- er

' The New
York Sun's affection for the capitalistic
end of an argument is so well known that any plea it
may make for capital is apt to be misconstrued, says
However, Its protest, expressed
the Courier-Journa- l.
in Us choicest irony, against the present habit of writers, speakers and politicians of casting slurs upon railroad officers is Just and timely.
It is no crime to be
The position Is one of responsia railroad president.
bility and honor, and It usually requires a man of big
caliber to fill It. The discovery of questionable practices on the part of a stock Jobber like E. H. Harriman
Is no Justification for attacks upon men who are In
charge of the operation of properties requiring the
soundest Judgment, the fullest experience and Infinite
The crime lies In being a dishonest
resourcefulness.
Send him to the penitentiary, but
railroad president.
treat the others with the consideration and dignified
respect which any man, high or low, denerves who
achieving something.
1

New Mexican: Turning Good Friday into Arbor
day is not a precedent that will appeal especially to the
people of New Mexico, the majority of whom ure members of churches that observe the day as one of penitence, silent retrospection and fasting, while Arbor day
in its nature is one of festivity.
This is to be regretted,
for Arbor day was Intended and does give an impetus to
tree planting. The concerted effort of schools, societies
and private Individuals to mark the day with the planting of trees and shrubs often meant the beginning of
decisive civic Improvement. Naturally, when It comes
to a conflict between an obligatory duty to church and
a voluntary effort to observe Arbor day, church members at least, will chose to perform the former.

I

FEAT

K. H. Harriman was as proud ns If he had Jut
swallowed ft new railroad when a large audience of society folk gathered in the ball room at Sherry' to witness a performance of "The Gondoliers" ly The Hoys'
club, of which the financier has been president for
thirty one year.
Organized to tufrnlsh wholesome amusement to
the boys of the east side, the club has grown and
prospered wonderfully, and Its roster of 1,500 nctlve
members Includes no more active or heartily Interested "boy" than Mr. Harriman himself.
The tiall room was transformed Into a small theatre and the production was staged and costumed more
like a Hroadway picture show than an amateur undertaking. A full orchestra palyed the tuneful score.
Hoys lellght In the Affair.
There was a delightful racket and mingling of
voices behind the scenes, while the audience was gathering, but when the lights were lowered and the calcium was turned on the stage quiet reigned.
Cossablanca air
Charles Stahl, with a
about him, stepped before the curtain to speak the
modesty mi
prologue.
It proved later to be
the part of Charles when ho said:
"We pray you neither criticise nor chide,
But let our youth and good intention hid".
Like charily, a multitude of sins,
And win your favor ire the play begins."
in the Interest of strict truth it must be sal!
that there were about forty very nervous young boys
on the stage when the crutaln rose and the opening
chorus began, but before many lines had been nun:?
the opera was moving along vivaciously and with
swing that brought generous applause from all present.
Why, where did you get all the pretty girls?" w.n
I ho
question each Fpectator asked of Ills neighbor.
d
girls, a score
d
and
There were
line eyes and
in all, with prettily colored cheeks,
gleaming white teeth, all tastily costumed and wearing their skirts with dainty grace. That Is, they wero
e
girls, for among the fair damsels were
champion boxers and wrestlers of The Hoys' club, and
their healthy beauty was acquired by hard work i.i
the "gym" of the clubhouse at Tenth street and Avenue A.
Harriinan laijoys the Play.
Mr. Harriman, who occupied an aisle seat beside
his wife, smiled at the. questions about the girls, for
he knew the "girls" and that they were real American
boys, maybe Inclined to be a trllle too "scrappy," but
all right at heart, and he rose and walked back with
ills hands stuffed in his pockets, to better appreciate
the gay scene on the stage.
William Schmidt, prima donna, was one of lb"
big hits of the production.
He assumed the feminine
role of Oianetta, and Charles was Tessa, and when the
two Gondoliers began to make love to the pair Will-lacouldn't mako his eyes behave and had the house
In a roar of laughter by his finished
James Richardson, as one of the Gondoliers,
could not quite divorce himself from the idea that
"Hill" Schmidt was "Hill," and not the lovely maiden he
pretended to be, and was Just a trifle cold, but Frederick Strangio, a handsome boy, who played the other
Gondolier, made the most vociferous kind of love 'o
brother Charles Schmidt, and so the cast was balanced. Strangio's performance was a really remark
able one, but that could be said or practically ;ill tin
cast.
The real fun came at the end of the first act.
There was a scramble from tho stage, and the nrtlsU
lu wigs, powder and brilliant costumes, hmked In or.
the, audience as they passed the door and then scrambled Into a private dining room, which had been converted into a dressing room.
Hook Me Up, Please.
Half the audience, men in evening clothes and
women in fine dresses, Hocked to the dressing rooms
to get better acquainted with tho actors, and found
them making a rapid change of costume. Under their
stage finery, the boys wore very decollete gymnasium
shirts, but tho presence of society women did not interfere at all with costume changing, ami soon some
of the women who had come in to look on, were impressed Into service by requests from the boys t"
"Hook me up," or "Please pin this thing where it
belongs."
Mr. Harriman strolled in to the dressing room.
"How's the boy?" he asked, waving his hand to one
of the youngsters at the door.
"Pretlty well, thalnk you; how's yourself?" replied the youngster, waving right back at hlin.
"So this Is William?" asked one.
"Yes, I'm Hill," replied the prima donna in a
voice that proved his high notes on the stage to be
falsetto. Hill will probably be a fine bass Binger when
several years more are piled on his .shoulders.
He alsj
hopes to be a champion wrestler.
The second act went off with a nourish and the
boys were heartily congratulated.
The elaborate pro
gram done in book form, contained some advertisements that caused amusement and speculation among
the audience. One man Initialed some of the display
advertisements.
The advertisements and his Initialing
ran as follows.
"From a friend whom the public eye turns Into
a shrinking violet." Probably J. X.
"From a friend in the background."
K. H. H. himdark-haire-

fair-haire-

make-believ-

To make room for another
car, we will sell all of our
Silver Acorn Ranges for
6-ho-

2.

El Paso, Texas, March
Tho El
Paso Gun club won the trophy event
Tuesday In competition
with the

shooters from iteming by a score of
214 to 204.
It Is well that they did
It, too, for had Doming won again,
It would have been the third consecutive victory for the marksmen from
the Windmill City and the cup would
have belonged to them permanently,
according to the rules under which It
was given.
There was a big attendance at the
shoot, which was held at the club
grounds near tho end of the Boulevard car line and the marksmen were
busy all day.
C. Ralthel, of Deming, won
the
sterling sliver trophy cup offered by
A. H. Richards, for the highest score
made by a
shooter. His
score was 179 out of 200 shot at. As
usual Will Hand led them all with a
score of 181 out of 200 shot at.
In the main trophy event the shooting was between a team of five men
from El Paso and a similar team from
Deming. Fifty targets were shot at.
The score In this event wus as follows
El Paso
48
Hand
40
Pennebaker
4 7
Bower
38
Hilt
43
Huewer
Total
Deming
Stephens
Italthel

i

NET CASH

F. H. STRONG

4 4
4 7

In the general shooting the
lug scores were made:
Name
Shot at
V. J. Hand
200
C. Haithal
200
C. Huewer
200
G. L. Hltt
W. H. Heno
W. F. Cobb

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
150

W. H. Bowman
W. H. Shelton
H. Meyer
D. B. Stephens
E. 8. Pennebaker
L. C. Young
H. N. Ileno
W. C. Uower

Parker

P. A. Hurdlck

S. Campbell
C. Hubbard
C. A. Gardner

115
50
15

.

-

204

follow- -

Hroke
181
179
178
172

J

'

lliiltMi.?

172
167
163
156
155
152
151
144
143

Jlf

Hi

Constructed on Scientific

142
132
121
53
25

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

4

m

MAYOR

HENRY

DIES

Mcintosh hardware co.

love-makin-

AT

IAS

VEGAS

Edward Henry, formerly mayor of
East Las Vegas, and a well known
and highly esteemed citizen of the
Meadow City, died there
yesterday
morning at his residence, 812 Seventh
street. Mr. Henry was in his 87th
year, and his end came as a result of
old age. Till a comparatively recent
period he retained his strength and
faculties but for the past few months
It was evident to those about him that
his energy was falling, and when in
the early part of February he took
to his bed It was recognized by all
thnt the end was near.
Mr. Henry had lived In EaRt Las
Vegas since 1881. Ho early identified
nimseir with the Dest Interests of the
city of his, adoption, and almost from
the first became an active force In the
development and upbuilding of the
municipality over whose destinies he
wus later called upon to preside. Ho
was particularly interested In educational and philanthropic matters and
contributed much to the development
of tho present excellent school system.
He leaves many friends and his death
Is regretted by all who knew him.

Foil PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, LnnJ
Ouice at Santa Fe, X. M., March 20,
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Renter
are you looking for a favorable
opportunity to

CLEO KACKLEY
EXPERT TAILOR,

down and $20 monthly
payment will buy you a
house with bath.
$300

REALTY

GRAPHOPHONES

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

EDISON
We always did take pride
in having a nice,
clean, fresh

POOL

OTERO,
Register.

TO BEGIN

TOMORROW

If There

SINGING MACHINES

k inylRincl Dearer To

and

TOURNAMENT

self.

TALKING MACHINES

Cracker

N. M

K.

PHONOGRAPHS

CO.,

Room 9, N. T. Arm I jo Buildlni

five-ye-

MANTEL

PRESSER

VICTOR

107.

Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Lacuna, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6 84 2.
made February 12. 1902, for the c
'4 NW M section 2S, township 6 N.
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, V.
S. Court Commissioner, ut San Itafue!.
N. M.. on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz :
Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Dalle. Jose M. Caen, all of Laguna.

CLEANER,

110 West Gold

OWN YOUR HOME?

Cake Stock

"From a friend

his modesty."

A. C.

We also take pride in
selling lots of them.

We know that price helps
to sell them, so we offer 3
packages of Lindquist or
Inerseal City Sodas for 25c
all this week and next.

,

legi.-i.im-

CREAPl

Basing powder

I

x

The Automatic

AUTOMATIC
Its

u--

-

N

Furniture

REFRIGERATORS

42
35
36

.
.

T. S.

Strong Block

214

Cobb

Hurdlck
Mayer .

le

$40.00

j

non-reside- nt

whose generosity Is equalled by
KLKS VKKSI K COMMKRC1 L CLVI1
Another library.
IOO I'lltSK .VI' STARK.
"From a friend who does not favor publicity."
J. P. M.
A pool tournament will he opened
Elks' club rooms tomorrow
The patronesses of the entertainment included the at theupon
the termination of which
Mesdaines Charles H. Alexander, Joseph H. Choulo, night
depends the winning of a $100 jack
Henry O. Havemeyer, Jtichard Mortimer. 11. Fulton pot. The players entered are six Elks
Cutting, William Church Osborn, Sidney Dillon Klp- - and six members of the Commercial
"Graft," says the Morning Torture id' the confiding ley, Corllandt Field Hishop, Brandish Johnson, Percy dub, and each Institution contributed
to the purse. The second game
public. Does Danny so soon forget how those "white-winge- d It. Pyne, John Henry Hammond, John M. Bowers, K. IfiO
will be played on the Commercial
reformers" forced an unwilling governor to give H. Harriman, J. Borden Harriman, Otto H Kalin ani club and tlie third and deciding
game will be played on the Klks'
them every ollice at his disposal in return for their Francis P. Klnnleutt
New York American.
(aides.
Does Danny not remember that the "thirty
votes?
The players are as follows:
pieces of silver" he received wa-- s appointment us a
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Commercial Club Harry Welller.
immigration?
not
of
Evans,
Mr.
the
of
bureau
Does
he
number
Howard Clarke, John
8
PERVERTED
PRIDE
ENGLISH
OF
Holt I 'out and Samuel l'iek- Uindorf.
know Uiat he Is trying with might and main today to
control that bureau and to Install as lis secretary a
LORD CAUSES BIG EXPENDITURE fi ard.Klks' Club- - Sol. ltenjuinin. Melville
member of his gang who will do his bidding without
Summers, John McManus, Roy Mcooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Donald, Leon llertog. ami Frank
conscientious scruples'.' "Uraft" is a dangerous word
A wealthy Kngllsh lord has paid $ 12a, 000 for a Harris.
x.iiv no: miIi t!Mit
for the morning paper to
picture in order that Ik-- might destroy it. The rich
"business proposition '!"
man is Lord Aberdale of Duffryn. The picture was
Tlie New York livening Mull made a poll nf the that of Miss Canillle Clifford, former American chorus
enrolled republican of New York i ity as to their pref- girl and servant, now the daughter-in-laof Iord
erences for the presidential nomination, with the result Aberdale.
The painting, which was by a cclchraled artist,
that three voters out of four want Mr. Hooscvelt to t
the party standard bearer In 1908. The Mall takes till-- showed Miss Clifford posed as a house maid. Her
She carried a slop
Vole in conjunction with the expressed preferences of sleeves were rolled to her elbows.
heveral western state legislatures to in. an that three-fourt- pail. It was the picture of a handsome, rosy, healthv
(,f the members of the republican organization American girl.
ball again
When Aberdale learned of his son's marriage lie
.ill the country desire lliat Mr. ito,,-,- .
ilso learned about the picture.
He vowed he would
hcc.one a candidate.
buy it and destroy it ami make his beautiful daughter-in-lar.
a leader of society In L'nglarul.
He spent a forThe joint committee of the M.ismhIium-i- i
on constitutional amendments has reported favorably tune to find the picture. He bought It and burned it.
upon a proposition to submit to the people at the next And that's u idly. It is a loss to the world when a
thing of beauty that might be a joy forever is destroyelection the question of electing L'nlled St:.1-ed.
!.,
The painting is described as a thing of beauty.
by the people. Just how Massaduis. Ms . ::..
Hi sides, it is a loss to the house of Duffryn which was
Hie question doesn't appear.
It would have been worth
ashamed of t lit- picture.
com
while to hang tin- speaking portrait of the young wife,
At U...S Vegas, before the fulled Stales mil
mi-s- i.
oiei Itubt I. M. Koss, during the I resent month, posed is a servant girl, beside the stiff pictures of the
ancestors of Aberdale. The Kngish aristocracy badly
there were made eleven final proofs ami twenty-sihot-bread- s,
homestead entile- That is going sum. in Hie lam! needs tiie Infusion of some healthy, normal blood, and
of
tile picture would have been proof that the later
olilce business.
of Duffryn were .sprung from the loins of
virile American stock,
Can It be possible Little Danny Macplici son t.ee ; honest, healthy, Independent,
himself In the role of the next political boss of lierua-liil- o laird Aberdale' grandchildren are to be congratulated,
county? Come out of It, Danny; you're not hi;t although poor things they may never know from
great many way
wbepce comes their good, rich blood.
;iiough in
m

1M
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WILLIAM F. ISINXJAN,
Rditor and rtuslnes MannRf

'

28,

PASO SHOOTERS DE

EL

THE BOYS' CLUB OF WHICH
HARRIMAN IS THE PRESIDENT

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

voh rxn?

With least

labor and trouble it
makes
biscuit and cake
finest flavor, light, sweet, appetizing, digestible and wholesome.

Greatest Aid to Cookery

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
W.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
W.60
PER TON

WOOD
HHHHnBi

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND I27S
FOR

John

S.

Beavcn

502 80UTH FIRST STREET.

WHAT Is Till; WOULD TOMIN
TO?
H.y.iml
liut we know H it Hit- i.ple who Inhabit this part of it will
;uli! to tlulr health, length of life and
har plni-sif they eat liallliiK' ltrii;1.
Same thini; true of our rolls, plea and

ffl

oilier pastry.
name ?

Sure

you

have the

PIONEER BAKERY,
201 South

Salt I .a We Clt, ami He turn $31.95.
March 2U to April 2. Limit sixty
days.
Moiled City and lU'turn $10.25.
April S5 to May It. Limit July SI.
T. K.

V

I

PI'HIIT,

A&ent.

First Stiwt

I Kirs HOT CHOCOLATE.
iOVS 1HI"G STOIU3.

If you want
tri- -

rsuTia la

HAL- -

feurertUtoB.

an Evening Citizen want ad.

TIIWtHMAY,

MAIK'll

2H.

!liLBUQUERQUE

1007.

COMIC OPERA BY ELKS

DUTY

OE

AWAKFNS AFTFRiNEGLECT
I

PROMISES

COSTS DOCTOR

TO 8E AN

A

Wli!

SLEEP

Dr. Sheridan

Curtis McCollum Speaks For
Elrst Time Since His
"The rreat(Kl thing ever pul mi In
Albuquerque,"
the expression ueil
Injury.
by every
In npeaklng
of the
I

Elk
com ins production of the great spectacular operatic comedy, "Th Elk's
Tooth, or the Isle of Mystery," which
will be glren by local talent April 8
and 9.
The stage setting of act I,
representing a modern ocean liner at
sea. Is the most elaborate setting nf
It
its kind In the country today.
was painted by Bosnian & Iandis, of
Chicago, from photographs, and is absolutely true in every detail.
None
of the acenery In the Elks' opera
house Trill be used In the production.
Every drop was sketched from photographs and sketches made especially for "The Klk's Tooth."
An excellent cost has been secured and the
members are rehearsing every day
and evening. The Albuquerque Klks
are famous entertainers and in producing this gigantic opera they will
make It their crowning achievement
along the entertainment line. When
he Klk decide to do a thing it Is
a foregone conclusion that it will be
a success, os every one Is a hustler.
In conversation with Mr. Uennett, the
charlman of the entertainment
today, he said:
"We have a great surprise in store
for Albuquerque people. 'The Klk's
Tooth is the best comic opera seen
hero In a long time, and when the
people, realize what a great show wo
will have, there will not be a feat
empty In the opera house, April S
and V. We are going to give our patrons a rare treat."

Striving desperately to make ' his
hearers understand him, Curtis
who five weeks ago was found
In
at
an unconscious
condition
Suanec. and who since then has been
a patient of the sanitarium In this
city, today showed the first sign of
returning life when he began to talk.
Since recovering the use of his
tongue the man has talked almost
constantly, but his utterances are
mere Jumbles of words and convey no
meaning.
MeCollom's case Is one of the most
remarkable ever recorded at the local hospitals.
For five weeks he ha.i
lain as one dead and life has been
kept In his emaciated body by meuiu
with a
of liquid foods given him
spoon. During his long sleep he lias
never spoken and scarcely moved.
It is now believed by the physicians in attendance who have watched the case with considerable interest that the man will recover. He is
able to sit up and eats with relish.
The man feeds himself, using knife,
fork and spoon without dllllculty.
He does not, however, realize as
yet his condition, and does not even
know those who have fare! for him.
The man's long sleep is believed to
have been caused by u hemorrhage
of the brain, which probably left a
blood clot pressing upon the delicate organism.
The clot, the physicians believe, is gradually being absorbed and as soon as it disappears
MoCollom
will become rational.
It
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
It does not absorb of Its own accord,
It may be necessary to remove the
clot by one of the most delicate of
surgical operations.
The following quotations were reA feature of the man's condition Is
&
by
Co.,
brokers,
J.
F.
ceived
Graf
the fact that he uses the plural pro
over their own private wires from noun "we" in speaking. He imagines
New York. Room 37, Barnett build- there is always some one, a dual personage with himself.
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
He answers questions after they
have been repeated steadily for some
New York Stocks.
May cotton
f'.MO time, but his answers are not always
correct and he never says the same
American Sugar
Vll
thing twice.
Amalgamated Copper
115
American Smelters
The people of Albuquerque are fa
34
American Car Foundry
miliar with the case, which has
7
8
Atchison com
aroused considerable interest in ad
Anaconda
604 dition to that among the physicians.
09 &
American Locomotive
It Is believed that when McCollom
96
regains hl mind, he will take up a
Hnltlmore and Ohio
49Vi train of thought identical with that
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
167 Vt which occupied his mind at the time
Canadian Pacific
33
Colorado Fuel
he was Injured, and will know abso
24
Erie com
lutcly nothing ooi.i tr. long sleep in
11
Louisville and Nashville
the hospital in this city.
7278
Pacific.
Missouri
20 Vi
Mexican Central
55
National Lai
HENRY GOETZ
115
New York Central
.
32
Ontario and Western
121
Pennsylvania
102
CHARMING HOSTESS
Heading com
20 Vi
Hock Island com
78
Southern Pacific
128
St. Paul
Mrs. Henry Goetz, of 1023 North
21 4
Southern Railway
Second street, entertained a number
131
Union Paoillc . . .,
of lady friends at her home yesterday
U. S. B
34
afternoon In honor of an anniversary
V6
U. S. S. pfd
after a few hours
Greene Con
224 of her birth, and
of social chat ut the home, the party
77
Copper Range
repaired
Zeiger
Cafe, where an
to
the
157
Oulumet and Arizona
North Hutte
S5si elaborate luncheon was served.
Henry Ooetz, the husbanu of tho
47
old Dominion
hostess, is tho manager of the Kelger
Cafe,
and his efforts, together with
Summary of Conditions.
those of David Combs, the head waitNew York, March 28. Americans er,
terminated in what was pronounin London weak, 4 to 1 below parity.
ced one of the most unique dinner
Hank of Kngland rate unchanged.
parties
of the season. The event might
Western railroad
labor situation well have
been called an Easter party,
very serious.
T.. r;v V.:.; V
London Stock Kxchange closes from
.
.
tonight till Tuesday morning.
T.. :.::r.,u
i
i"." '
New York closes Saturday only.
were emblematic of Faster time. The
Not expected any of James Henry ladles
congratulated Mrs. Goetz very
Smith's Investments will be thrown enthusiastically
upon her susecess
on the market.
Mr. Combs came in for his share
London expects Improving money and
manner the event
praise
in
of
the
conditions In April.
Krle has made provision for all was carried out.
notes maturing In near future.
Very heavy demand for stocks in GANS-NELSFIGHT
loan crowd.
Ixndon expects New York to secure large proportion
of isOO.OoO
open
pounds sterling available In
TO BE REPRODUCED
market on Tuesday.
ON

:

Omul in livestock.
Omaha, March 28. Cattle receipts
Market active to stronger.
Western steers $3,6045.25;
Texas
steers $3.00 4j) 4.25; cows and heifers
1 2.00 ((p 3.00:
canners
$2.2504.30;
stockers and feeders $3.00 5.00; calves $3.00 4j) 5.60; bulls $2.804.20.
receipts 11.000.
Sheep
Market
steady. Yearlings $6.00i7.25; wethers $5.404D6.25; ewes $4.50 i 5.75 :
lambs $7.00 4j' 7.85.
Produce Market.
Chicago, March 28. Closing quotations:
Julv 77 tj
Wheat May Tuii
77H.
(!
4
;
4
5
July
bv
Corn Mav
Oats May 42,; July 37N,.
I'ork May $16.25; July $16.22!-,.- .
Ijird May $8.90; July $9.00.
July
Ribs May
$.62 ' ft K.65;
2,600.

tr.

The'Ilagy

Scenic

company

last

n
night reproduced tho I
tight, and some sensational and com
Owing
edy pictures at the Casino.
to the chilly weather and many other
attractions In the city, the crowd was
not as large as the show merits. The
pictures were all put on in first-claorder and every one was an Interestn
ing subject. In the
fight
every blow and movement could
plainly be seen and showed the much
d
disputed fowl blow in the
round. Nelson's fighting tactics
are much similar to Jefferies'. Guns'
footwork is line, and some of his
clever, frequently leaving Nelson's sledge-hammblows to
the air.
The war reproduction, perfectly depicted Infantry, cavalry and artillery
in action, and for a battle scene, was
extraordinarily bright and clear. The
comedy and sensational pitcuren were
also good.
The show is on again tonight, closing its engagement with tonight's
performance. The fight is announced
to bo repeated, and many new pictures in addition. All points considered, this la the best show of the kind
that has come to Albuquerque.
Jans-Nelso-

ss

Gans-Nelso-

forty-secon-

side-steppi-

er

ROCK

M

GIGANTIC RUG SALE

TEN

SHOPS

ISLAND

AT CARRIZOZO

BURN

W.

FSZ3 EASTS

-

Wl
f

ALBERT FABER'S
J. A.

Tuesday evening, the principals
of
which are two of the best known people of the territory.
The groom was
W. H. liannn, superintendent of the
Santa Fo reading rooms at San Mar-eia- l,
and one of the oldest railroad
men of the territory, and the bride
was Mrs. Ida D. Crulckshank, tho
widow of the late Dr. C. i. Crulckshank, of San Marcial, whose death
occurred about three years ago. Rev.
(Jivan, of San Marcial. performed the
marriage ceremony. A large number
of friends were present at tho wedding, which took place at the home
of the bride.

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIONERY

323 South Second Cfree(

iiiiulc of the highest crude
leathers. inoM of tliem in
the short Vamp t(Ti"ct.

N. H. ANDRUS
The Old Reliable Watchmaker

and Jeweler

See Our

I

nrlng me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.
10 West Gold Ave.
1

Window
Display

?Chas. L. Keppeler

Hoys' anil tilrls' Kaster Klioc, cira good grades, well nuiilc, per-fofitting, very dressy and serviceable, every pair warranted
priced for tills selling, at pulr
and

HOME

ot

sH-iall,- v

The fence surrounding the home
Harry ItenJamln, 51. West Marquette avenue, was found to be on
fire shortlty after noon today, and a
n
lire alarm was turned in.
The
made a quick run to the scene
and extinguished the fire before It
had done any damage other than
burn a hole In tho fence. A box
near the fence also was on lire.
It
Is supposed the latter became ablaze
from hot ashes which had been deposited near it and that the blaze
spread to the fence.

$2.50 and $2.00
Misses' and Children's fine ii kid Shoes, for school and drew
wear, Pa ton t LeaUicr Tips, Extension Soles, easy fitting ntjles,

of

tire-me-

lace anil button

DEALER IN

AWNINGS

NM(cro.4

$1.85, $1.65, $1.35 and $1.00
Sole Ageucy for

the

317 and 319 South Second Street

Vlllaue School Shoes.

READER

WANTS RACE

MEETING
b

Where to Dine Well

&1

Killtor Citizen.
The Roosters' dub is making a
r
" n'lNue
220 KtST
mistake in allowing the spring nice
Leon B.Stern.proprietop
meeting to fall through, after the
merchants have $2,200 so far subscribed.
The meeting is worth $10,- to the city, and a very little work
ls needed. It is said the horses of
the track will leav for Denver Sutur- Don't think that piles can't be
I'UOPOSAUS FOIt TWO ADOHK
day night
I'lTIZKN KKADKIt
HCII.DING.S.
Department of the In- cured. Thousands of obstinate cases
been cured by Doan's Ointment.
have
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Wash- !i0 cents
at any drug store.
1).
ington.
New and up to date Jokes, the latC, March 19, 1907.
est coon songs, bright and clever spe- SHAIjED PROPOSALS, plainly markSATE VOirit LITTLE IWICKKNS
cialties, pretty girls, pretty costumes ed on the outside of the envelope, BY FKEIHNti OlHl
HEIJAKLK
at the Juvenile Minstrels Monday
CHICK FOOD. MAKES A OliICK
"Proposals
Day
School IJuildings, VIGOKOt S G I COUTH. K. W. lill
for
night, April 1st.
o
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addressed
to
the Commissioner of Indian
These are diseases for which
Washington, D. C, will be reChamberlain's
Salve ls especially
ing dancing by tiny
The buck-nnd-valuable. It quickly allays the Itch- ceived at the Indian Office until two burnt cork artists ut the Juvenile
ing and smarting and soon effects a o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for Minstrels Monday night, April 1st
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by furnishing and delivering the neces- promises to be a very taking feature
sary materials and labor required to of the evenlng a performance.
all druggists.
o
construct and complete a day school
Go and have a hearty laugh at the building and employes' quarters both
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLO
opera house Monday night, April 1. of adobe at the San Ildefouso day
school, New Mexico, In strict accordAND EXCHANGED
ance
with plans, specifications and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY,
Instructions to bidders which may be
Association Offlet
examined at this office, tho offices of
Tritnsaotloas
FOIl HUNT VI eosa n t ,
GuormntooQ
rooms, near business center; "The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "New Mexican," .Santa Fe,
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth N.
M.;
Extho Builders' and Traders'
and Itailroad. Apply at rear.
R, Ave.
at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul, ROSENFIEID'S, 118 W. R.
WANTKD
rooms
Furnished
for changes
I.
Minn ".,.! Vf li.m.i. ...llu ' If ln . X
light
.
.""
housekeeping;
permanent. """."'I
V"''
.
mirinU. ami v it Lion,
nui the
SOCIAL DANCE
Cleo Kackley,
'..aJL
? ld.reS
(st.
8.
Paul.
Minn.:
Indian
.,.
;
vrt-f- i
.,,
,
........
... JJUUI",
ituiu avenue.
.ukiiuu.icn lu ,, iie ufjj,!,, hi., rl.
i.m,
EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT
WANTK
Lady for stylish millinery Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N.
and dressmaking.
Call on Miss Y.; and with Clinton J. Crandall,
A1 TNC
Crane, 612 North Second.
Prices Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
low.
Also
apprentices
wanted. to whom application should be made COLOMBO HALL DANKCHOOL
Phone 944.
for further Information. C. F.
.
o
Admission 50c
Acting Commissioner.
Ladles Free
Don't fall to see the Juvenile Minstrels at the opera house Monday
night, April 1st. Albuquerque's most
talented little ones In black face,
songs and dances will make you
laugh till you cry.

Santa Fe Restaurant

I!

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

Under Havoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Af-fari- s,

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

R.R

'

.,,'"v'",

The telephone niakea the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

d

YOU NEL

some CaitocEnnss

The Isle of Mystery

The Champion Grocery Co.
1.23.624

Juvenile Minstrels
u-O-

Little Ones in Black Face

In White Chorus

Comical Jokes
Latest Coon Songs
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes

--

dhop

have line labels to
them
and nothing else. Therecommend
kind we handle
will give satisfaction on the table
and
In the eating.
We don't take the labels for our standard. We
want
know the character of the contentt
of every Jackage.

I' ylor auspices of the Woman's Club.

30

IN YOCR IIOMB

noN'T

Monday Night, April 1st

14

pi

Into the fallacy that all groceries are
alike. There are as many different
kinds as there are days In the year.

-

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

Monday and Tuesday

teiepnone

oar health, prolongs your
and protects your home,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

I

Elks' Opera House;

me

A TELEPHONE

LAK-UAHF-

The Elk's Tooth

--

KREMBS

AI

BENJAMIN

CITIZEN

PATENTS,

DRUGS,

All the newo-- t

another wedding

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

c ofler Hie greatest
collection of styles and
t lie lict
Tallies to lie
fun ml In llie lily. Itiitlon
Oxford, (lircsly and i -- on Tii",
Pump-- , Etc.

g

April 8 and 9

otli-ce-

Jm
r

4f.

I

$2.50
$3.00
$3.50

.SA

NUPTIALS AT SAN

Sun Marciii.l had

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

S8 Very Clever Styles at

f

a lire supposed to
have been started through tho dropping of a lighted cigarette by a Mexican employe, the general .shops of
The (ircat spedaculnr Oix rallc
the Kl 1'aso &-- Southwestern railroad
Comedy
M.,
completely
N.
at Carrizozo,
were
destroyed by lire yesterday evening.
a
The blaze originated in the tool room
and under the encouragement of a
$8. 2 '
Every
high wind, spread rapidly.
means within the power of the town
Money Market.
of
the
authorities
employes
and
tho
on
Monty
New Yolk. March 2S.
were used to prevent the adcall steady 2'j'ii'4 per cent; prime roud
Or
Their
mercantile paper 6 ' S per cent: sil- vance of the contlagration.
efforts proved futile, however, and
ver ti6c.
the shops are a total loss.
The
estimate the damage at about
SI. I ii - Woo Market.
St. lAJUis, March 2 - Wool leaiy $200, Oou. Five engines and a number of cars were destroyed along
unchanged.
a
with the buildings.
Nearly 150 men
Spelter Market.
are out of employment through the
Uy
Given
Sp. Iter steady destruction of the property and the
mis, March 2
business of the town will suiter
IrfMlge
No. 101, H.
Albllqllerqlli
o. i:.
Don't miss the Yankee Doodle iiis
Juvenile Minstrels ut the opera
in their song and drill Monday night.
a
April 1st.
house Monday night. April 1st. Under the auspices of the Woman's club.
A rare treat is In store for 4 hose who
50 People in the Cast 50
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine ..it. nd.
oDruggists refund money If
Tabids.
Our ItOl'Ull tillY work aon's have
E. W. GROVE'S
t: falls to cure.
'os- to be washed over. Imperial Laun- MagiUucent Stvnery, Itcuiitiful
t'guature la on each box. 25c.
dry Co.
Novel
Elcetrlml
Effects.
tuines
Forget the cares and worries of
U'.serve our seats for the Juvenile
o
life by going to the Juvenile Minstrels
N
Mmxti-Saturday morning at Mat
Monday night and spending an even-i- i
r,0
75
I.1M1
and
cents.
Prices
TU
LcC
son'.
g of genuine fun.
As the result of

SHOES

M.

SMALL BLAZE

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of ruga which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered ' there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morniog at FACTORY
PRICES.

Rebukes City

Sheridan was lined $10
in the police court this morning for
having failed to report a case of.
mtNisles, which he was treating.
This was the first prosecution of
this nature to come before the officers for some time, and Dr.,- Sheridan's
cuse was brought about by his Ignor
ance of the city laws requiring phy
sicians to report such cases as soon
as they are discovered. The doctor has
been in the city but a short time, and
this morning pleaded that he was not
made acquainted with this law when
he began practicing here. He suggested that the city physician be Instructed to make new physicians acquainted with the city laws in regard
to practicing medicine, and the Judge
retorted that one should make himself acquainted with the laws governing his own profession. The doctor
paid Ills flue.

e,

Chicago livestock.
Chicago, March 28. Cattle receipts
:i,500. Market strong to 10 cents higher. Keeves $4.1 5 01 6.75 cows 1.7!ii
4. 0: heifers $2.70 41)5.35; calves $5.50
(7.76; good to prime steers $5.45
C.75; poor to medium
$4.161)5.40;
stockers and feeders $2.8011)4.90.
10,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
steary. Western $4.10(Jj,6.50; yearlings
$6.25J7.30; lambs I6.0OW7.H0; western $6.007.90.

$

Physician For Not Giving
Him the Laws.

Isle of Mystery.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 2. Cattle receipts 2,000, Including 100 southerns.
Market strong to 10 cents higher.
Southern steers $3.804S 5.26; southern
cows $2,7643.75; stockers and feeders $3,606)4.50: bulls $3.0Kri)4.25;
calves $4.0041)7.00; western fed steers
$4.25 5.80; western fed cows $3.00 '0
4. tO.
Sheep receipts 4000, market steady.
Muttons $5.251)6.00; lambs $7,009
7.80; range wethers $5.60 5.80.

CITIZEN.

FIVE WEEKS

Float Under Title of
Elks' " Tooth or The

cnn-mitte-

EVENING

BREAD &u

-

MATTEVCCI BKOS.
V. lljeras Are.
Phone 51.

Hi
YOUR GROCER HAS

FRENCH BAKERY
02 KAUT RAILROAD,

i

ALWAYS
,

FREStMASTY

PHOTCCTtO

u. s.

BV

VtKlV

juman.ff

FJ.V SCREENS
as blronj; as an ordinary door nt prices that defy
scn-eiixtcrn-iiiuil- c
doors In both ntreii(?lh and price. Window
strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
as
Hcreens that :ire
Door

eci-.-n-

PLuVNIISa MIL.L
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW liKICK JiUI I.IMNt;
ccooocccooo

IT

!

.J. C.

1JALDR1DGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
best, wear
PAINT Covers more,
the longest, most economical; full measure.
PAPER Always In stock.
BUILDINO
Hurler. Lime. Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE, AUU'Ql'KKQVK. NEW MEX.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

(

AMJUgUEUQL'i:

PAGE 6lA.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

pledge or otherwise dispose- r.fjreot the use mid disposition of any
f !'! foMllvwl of ISfii. nml wa xuIi.-- - gJK
rnpltnl stock and surplus or net profits, and to au
he
ju'iilly ftivcii In HniiitnirR nml 1iir- - shares of
bonds,
saldoiC.
linve
debentures or other evidences thorize and cause to be executed
Some of his nonirs
mortgages and liens upon the real
m urn drsrrvprt poiu1nrlly.
of indebtedness created by other
Mr. UoMmhmlilt wan n Krrnt nd- or corporations, and while and personal nromrtv of the cor
I
nil
nilri-the poration, provided always that a
of Inch, and In order to Rive n III.- holder thereof, exercises
i ni. im p In
I
of tlrf. whole board concur
Ioti'lnii of tlip chu rich's and privileges of ownership.
Including th- - rich' to vote thereon.
therein.
m's ni.iss In It minor, lie formed th
thp
Purchase, hold and
r.itcli 1'holr, and it wns In 1x76 that
vote of
Pursuant
(his work wan hcurd for tho Hrst .'hares of lis capital stock. Its bonds the holders to ofthe a alllrmatlve
majority of the
country
I. me In this
In It
entirety. or other securities.
stuck Issued
outstanding, at a
Thp performance, which wan con- Remunerate any person or cor- stockholders' and
meeting duly conven
wn the poration for services rendered, or to ed, to sell, assign, transfer or other
liictod hy Mr. Uoldw-hniMt- ,
morn Inemonihle
Jpiiny Llnd be rendered, In placing or assisting wise dispose of the property, Includto place or guaranteeing the placing ing the franchises
hint couched the xlnK'Tw.
of the corporawan
In
conjiinctloii
with or underwriting of any of the shares tion as an
also
it
entirety, provided always
his renowned wife that Mr. Oold- - of stock of the corporation, or any that a majority
of the whole board
securisrhmldt organized concerts for the debentures, bonds or other
incur therein.
I'Utpoxe of founding in KiikI'IM'I the ties of the corporation, or In or about
To appoint additional
otticers of
now valuuhle Mendelssohn .Scholar
the formation or promotion of the
corporation, or In the enduct of Its the corporation, Including one or
ship.
more
vice
presidents, one or more
After Jenny land's death, at Mal business.
With a view to the working ami assistant treasurers, and one or more
vern. In 1KH7. Mr. (loldschmldt retir- l
I from the
development of the properties of the isslsiant secretaries: and, to the ex
profession.
tent provided In the
the
corporation, and to effect mite,
y or Indirectly. Its objects and pur- - persons so appointed .shall have and
Tlie action brought in the
,
may
powers
corpora
of
the
exercise nil the
bench division by Miss "Kitty Gor-- poses, or any of them, the
president, of the treasurer and of
Ion," the well known musical com-:'d- y tion may, In the discretion of the di
actress, and her husband for rectors, from time to time, carry on the secretary respectively, provided,
lamages against the Accident Insur any other lawful business, manuiac- - however, that nil vice presidents
ance company for tile loss or 11 rur turiug or otherwise, to any extent hall be chosen from the directors.
coat ended yesterday in a verdict for and In any manner not unlawful.
By a resolution passed hy a ma
he plaintiffs. Justice Bray assessing
The corporation may conduct busi jority vote of the whole board, tin
lie damages at 1.000 pounds.
ness In the territory of New Mexico
ier suj.tuble provision of fthe by
Miss Gordon, who Is the wife of and elsewhere, Including any of the laws to designate two or more of
Captain the Hon. Henry W. II. Here- states, territories, colonies or depend their number to constitute an execu
ford throther of Lord I)ecesl, at the encies of the United States, the Dis tive committee,
which committee
end of 190.1 paid a visit to America trict of Columbia, and nny and all shall, for the time being, as proto play in "Veronlque." and an Insur
reign countires, have tine or more vided la said resolution, or In the
ance of her furs and jewels, valued offices therein, ami therein to hold,
have
exercise any or
at 3,700 pounds, was effected with purchase, mortgage and convey real nil the powers and
of
board of di
the defendant company. She stated and personal property, except as and rectors, which may the
be lawfully dele
that on leaving New York she pack- when forbidden by local laws.
gated. In the management of the
t,
be
ed a
for which she had paid
The fWegolrig cilnu.ses idiall
ami affairs of the corpora
l.ooo pounds. In a trunk, and when construed both as objects anil pow business
tion,
have power to aushe arrived In London the trunk bad ers, but no recitation, expression or thorizeandthe shall
of the corporation
been tampered with and the fur-codeclaration of specific or special pow to be allixed neal
to all papers which may
ers or purposes herein enumerated require It.
abstracted.
Captain Beresford also deposed to hall be deemed to be exclusive;' but
The lioard of directors and the
seeing the coat put into the trunk it Is hereby expressly declared that all
lee shall, except as
at New York.
ei't executive corn-miother lawful powers not Incon
iherwise provided by law, have
Defendants denied that the policy therewith are hereby included.
power
to
act
In the following man
Capital Authorized.
covered risk in America.
IV.
Justice Bray Raid he had formed
The corporation Is authorized ner, viz.: a resolution In writing,
nn opinion In favor of the plaintiffs to Issue capital stock to the extent signet! as affrmatively approved by
on nil points. He came to the con- of seven hundred and fifty thousand all the members of the board of di
clusion that Captain and Mrs. Beres dollars ($750,000), divided Into sev rectors or by nil the members of th-

Management
Com- Organlzation
puny, Albuquerque. N. M.
Compared O to M
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of Bernalillo.
An Instrument of which this Is
copy was filed for record on the 2"
day of M arch. 1D07. at 10 o'clock

I

-

YET FIGHTS

COMMONS
Regarding Marriage With
Sister of Deceased Now
Bone of Contention.

Dill

ENGLAND'S NEW CHAMPION
IN ART

OF

SELF-DEFEN-

SE

ma-wit-

TlllltMAY,

y

Mr.i

in;.

m.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

m.

....

ALBUQUERQUE

Recorded in Vol
If Mlscl.
records of said county, folio
A
E. WALKER.
Recorder
(iiamltcrlnln's Colic Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This remedy has been in use
over thirty years and has proved It
self to be the most successful remedy yet discovered for bowel complaints. It never fails. Sold by al
druggists.
.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $iou.uoo

fr

INTEREST

mti.-dcM-

s,

CONNETmS

HENRY

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

AP-

POINTED DEPUTY

With Amp's Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

I

Interesting Career oflhe Late Otto

Husband

Goldschmidt.
Swecdlsh

of

Nightingale.

w. H. Bartlett Gets Job In
Land Office-CopRidge
Organized For $500,000.

s,

per

fur-coa-

(By WUIIiiiii True MhmiImm-iwlondon. March -- 7. The deceased
wife's sister Mil continues to stand
out hs the tlrst and most enduring
Biih.leet of quarrel between the Lords
and Commons between the aristoc
racy and the commonality but Just
whv llils is so Is not easy o deter
mine. The measure Is one that re
vives memories of the century-lon- g
antaconUm between the two houses
as representatives of the civil nml
ecelesaslicrtl powers, but it Is far
from dear to the logical mind why
the church should have prohibited
marriage with a deceased wife's sis
ter. There Is no scriptural sanction
for the prohibition, and many, If not
all. of the great branches of the
Christian church, have always per
mitted these marriages.
Even the Catholic church which
has done so much to exalt the mar
rlnge tie, has freely granted despen- aauons for these unions between man
law. The principle of
and alster-ln- marriage- with a deceased wife's sis
ter has been affirmed by the House
of Commons so many times as to
leave no doubt as to the sentiment of
the public, but the bill has uniformly
been rejected on reaching tho House
of Lords. This session, however, re
alatance to Its final adoption has been
measurably weakened by the pussaB''
of a bill sanctioning marriages of
that character In the British colon
les, and but for the survival of big
otry and prejudice this question of
purely family significance would
seem to be appointed of a decision
near at hand, in the affirmative. Sir
Brampton Gordon, in moving the
second reading of the bill In Com
mons, claimed that, far from weak
enlng morality, it would strengthen
it by removing an unnatural bar to
marriage.
He enlivened the discussion with
new definition of the private member
of the house " a member who Is not
paid." After
Cecil
Lord Robert
moved the defeat of the bill in
speech extremely able, but which had
a strong eighteenth century ecclesl
astlcal flavor, an admirable speech
de
in favor of the bill was
He
livered by Sir Henry Fowler.
accomplished
speaker,
was always an
voice
topic
on
his
this
and
rang with all Its old resonance. He
reminded the house of the fact that
the learned canonist of the Catholic
Church, Cardinal Wiseman, described
the restraint on these marriages as
a regulation of the church, not a
prohibition by Ood. And that there
was no difficulty in obtaining a (les
peusation from Home for it. To the
argument "Why should we relieve
people who contract these marriages
from the consequences of their own
acts?" 8ir Henry Fowler asked
"What about the
amid applause.
children? It Is the children who
suffer from the legal ban on these
marriages."
In the end the bill was
carried by an overwhelming vote, but
opponents,
who have blocked Its
the
final passage on many former occa
sions, seem determined as ever to
leave nothing undone to prevent Its
passage in the final stage of legis
lation.
)

The
ford were witnesses of truth.
cloak was, he thought, put Into the
trunk In America and was missing
On legal grounds he
in Kngland,
was also In favor of the plaintiffs,
for whom he entered judgment for
1.000 pounds with costs.

has a new champion of
He
the manly art of
is Uunner Moir, and It took less than
superiorthree minutes to evince his
ity over Thomas Smith, the previous
champion, and through his superior
powers to win something like 13,000
a minute.
The National Boxing Club never
brought off a contest that embodied
so much righting in such a brief
while. Moir and Smith met for the
England.
and
of
rhamnlonshln
17.850 rested upon the result. In
side of one round of Oueensbury tac
tics Moir rendered his older and
more experienced opponent unlit for
further effort and got the decision
Tactics In boxing are most vital, and
Smith made a fatal error Jn forcing
the issue. He went in to beat a man
who has tremendous hitting powers,
and it proved a sad error. Moir led
with his left and got In a vhower of
short-urJabs. Then bringing his
right into requisition, a well-timblow, lauded with great force on the
point of the jaw. gave the verdict In
favor of the Uunner. English box
ing cannot be so utterly hopeless
against Australia and America while
there Is a man of Molr's class to up
hold its reputation. Smith was con
ceding weight, it Is true, but bis record Justified hlrn, it was argued, In
(folng against a heavier man. Smith
had miscalculated, however, as was
evident from the start, and only his
great pluck enabled him to last near
ly the first round.
To good Judges of
boxing the bout was one In which
lighter defeated
really high-clas- s
man who really had no IuisIuc-- t
inlildle-iias- s
a
anything
but
face
boxer.
t,
Aside from the fact that utto
whose death Is announced
from South Kensington, was the husband of Jenny Llnd, the Sweedish
Nightingale, hi career was an Interesting one. it Is recalled that he
made his debut In London at a concert in 184S, more than half a century ago.
He fist met Jenny Llnd In 1SI9,
when be played the piano at a concert she gave at his majesty's. Luring two years' residence In London
be won fame as a solo pianist, and
eventually vus asked to succeed Julius Benedict as the conductor of the
Jenny Llnd concerts in America.
This lour had been arranged by Bar-nu- s,
who had fcettled for ISO
the Sweedish Nightingale Ito
receive i!OU pounds fur each, as well
as a share in the gross receipts. It
was during this trip that (ioldschmldt
married the gifted vocalist, the ceremony taking place at Boston In IhZ'l.
ii nd
his wife took up tiieir resiand
be
he
dence in London
a me
of the teach- a member
Itoyal Academy,
f tinMg staff
l, iii
a
oiiittd vice principal In
gave few lessons.
tt
ever
ln
II'
P.r be was .iissesed nf ample means,
it part ullogi thcr
from the fortune
lie' by ins wife, and Ins leisuie
t l'i composition.
His most
lie
taide wrk ! the oialmio "Kuth." j
MliKli vt a peilui ined at the liere- EiiKlaiul

e.

ed

(Jold-schmid-

con-cell-

i

-

b.
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ARTICLES 0FINC0RP0RATI0N
i:irriKicATK

ok comparison.

Territory of New Mexico, office
Secretary.
I, J. W. Kaynolils. secretary
territory of New Mexico, do
certify that there was filed for
In this office at nine o'clock
on the L'gth day of March
1907,

of the
of the
hereby
record
a. m.,

A.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF GOLD PIONEER MINING
COMPANY.

(No. 4846.);
and also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
orlglnnl thereof now on file, and de
clare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
my hand und the
Given under
great seal of the territory of New
Mexico, nt the city of Santa Fe. the
capital, on this i:6th day of March,

thousand shares of the par
value of ten ($10.00) dollars each
of said stock fifteen thousand
shares shall be preferred stock, and
the balance sixty thousand shares
be common slock.
Said preferred stock may be Is
sued as and when the board of dl
rectors shall determine and shall en
title the holder thereof to receive out
of the net earnings, the corporation
shall be bound to pay a fixed cumu
lative dividend at the rate of but not
exceeding six per cent (6) per cent
um per annum, payable quarterly be
fore any dividend shall be set apart
or paid on the common stock
The
holders of preferred stock
shall, In case of liquidation or disso
lution of the corporation, before any
amount shall be paid to the holders
of the general or comomon stock, be
entitled to be paid In full
Such preferred stock, at the dis
cretion of the company, shall be sub
ject to redemption at par on any
dividend day hereafter that funds
therefor shall be available and the
directors shall so determine ami de

enty-llv-

e

dare.

No dividend shall be declared or
paid on such common stock until
the preferred stock shall be redeem
ed and retired.
Capital Subscribed
V. The capital stock with which
A. II.. 1907.
will commence busi
corporation
the
J. W. ItAYNOLDS.
ness is subcrlbed by the incorporaSecretary of New Mexico.
tors as follows:
No. of Shares.
mt.
Name.
THE GOLD PIONEER MINING
J. A. Beul
.$ r.oo
60.,
COMPANY.
roo
Milton M. Dutcher. . 50 . .
Ccrtlllcate of Incorporation.
D. S. Boucher
40J
40.,
We, the undersigned, In order to Frank H. Cole
.
40.,
400
form a corporation for the purposes J. M. Sylvester
,
409
40..
hereinafter stated, under and pursu Balleyi INowell
40')
40
ant to the provisions of an act of the T. P. Uenlhan
.
400
40..
legislative assembly of tho territory
of New Mexico, entitled:
"An net to
IIJOOO
Total
regulate the formation and governpostofTlce
of each of
ment of corporations
for mining, theTheincorporators address
117
Gold
is
West
manufacturing,
Industrial and other
Albuquerque New Mexico.
pursuits," approved March 15, 190... avenue,
limitation on Stockholders' Power
do hereby certify as follows:
To Dxaininc Stock anil
Name.
I. The corporate name
Transfer Books.
Is
Gold
Pioneer Mining Company.
i. ine corporation
snail keep
JleglKtcre! Office.
at Its registered olllce in this tern
II. The registered office
of the tory the transfer books. In which the
corporation Is No. 117 West Gold ave- transfers of stock shall be register
nue, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and ed, and the stock books, which shall
The Corporation, Organization and contain the names and addresses of
Management Company is designated the stockholders and the number of
as the statutory agent therein,
In shares held tby ahem Respectively,
charge thereof, and upon whom pro- wnich snail at all times during llv
cess against the corporation may be usual hours for business be open to
served.
the Inspection of a stockholder in
Object.
person with respect to
Interest
III. The objects for which the as such stockholder, or forhisa purpose
corporation Is established are pri- germane to his status as such, upon
marily:
In writing to the regis
To acquire, own, buy, sell, deal in application
In
tered agent of the corporation
and operate mines, mining claims charge
office and having the
and mining properties and leases or custody ofof such
hooks; but the regis
other interests therein; to acquire. tered agentsaidmay
refuse permission
own, buy, sell and operate smelters. to
any
stockholder
the
crushers and stamp mills; to smelt, same (except as to totheexamine
af
crush and otherwise handle and buy, fecting the shares owned entries
by
such
sell and deal in all ores, minerals, stockholder), unless
and until satis
quartz and mineral bearing rock and tied
that such examination and the
substances, and In general to do all Information
to
acquired
thereby
be
things possible to be done In con- are
a legitimate purpose and not
nection with mining und mining mat- for aforpurpose
hostile to the interests
ters.
of the corporation or Its Individual
Subsidiary Purjxises and Powers.
stockholders,
and the determination
As subsidiary to and in connection
with the foregoing, from time to time, of the registered agent shall be final
binding upon all
conclusive
and
the corporation may:
stockholders and all persons claim
Manufacture, purchase or other ing
under such stockholders.
wise acquire goods, wares, merchanlUtrttliUloiiH
Directors.
dise and personal property of every
VII.
In furtherance and not In
class and description, and hold, own.
mortgage, sell or otherwise dispose limitation of the powers conferred
or, trade, deal in and deal with the by statute, the board of directors
are expressly authorized:
same.
To hold their meetings, to have
Acquire and undertake the good
will, property, rights, franchises, con one or more otllces, anil to keep the
of tlie corporation within or,
tracts and assets of every manner and books
provided by
kind, and the liabilities of any person, except as otherwise
statute,
without the territory of New
nrm, association,
or corporation
Mexico,
may, from
places
as
at
such
either wholly or In part, and pay for
the same In cash, stock or bonds of time to time, be designated by them
To determine, from time to time.
the corporation, or otherwise.
Enter Into, make, perform and whether. If allowed, under what con
ditions
and regulations the accounts
carry out contracts of every kind, and
for any lawful pujpose with tui'y anil books of the corporation shall
person, firm, association or corpora be open to the Inspection of the
stockholders, and the stockholders'
tion.
Issue bonds, debentures or obli- rights in this respect are and shall
gations of the corporation, und at be restricted or limited accordingly,
it lie
option of the corporation, to ami no stockholder shall have any
secure the same by mortgage, pledge right to inspect any account or book
or document of the corporation.
deed of trust or otherwise.
lease, except as conferred by statute or
Acquire, hold, use, sell,
grant licenses in respect of. mort authorized by the board of director
gage, or otherwise dispose of letters or by a resolution of the stockhold
patent of the United States or any ers.
patents,
foreign country,
patent
To make, alter, amend and rescind
rights, licenses and privileges. Inven the
of the corporation, to llx
tions, Improvements
and processes, detcimine, from time to time and
I nol,
and trade names, relat- vary the amount to be reserved as
ing to or useful In connection with working capital, to determine
the
any business of the corporation.
times for the declaration and ray
Hold, purchase or otherwise ac tnent and the amount of each dividend
quire, sell, assign, transfer, mort on the stock, to determine and dl
.

.

Ncv

or other committee, and
tiiereafter with original or with du
plicated signatures inserted In the
recorded minutes and properly dat
ed, shall be deemed to be action by
such board or such committee, as
the case may be, to the extent there
in expressed, with the same force
and effect as If the same hud been
duly passed by the same vote at a
regularly convened meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
may prescribe the num
the
ber of directors to constitute a quorum at their meeting, and such num
ber may be less than a majority of
the whole number.
The corporation reserves the right
to amend, alter, chango or repeal
any provision contained in this certificate In the manner now or hereafter prescribed by statute for the
amendment of the certificate of incorporation.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands anil seals this
25th day of March, 1907.
(L. S.)
J. A. BEAI,,
MILT. M. DUTCH Kit, (L. S.)
executive

by-la-

(L.

D. S. HOUCHKIt,
FRANK 11. COLK,

J. M. SYI.VKSTEU.
BAILEY NOWWLL.
T. P. REN I IfAN,
Territory of New Mexico,

(L.
IL.
(L.
(L.

PIONEER

)

(ss.

MINING

No woman's happi-nes- s
can be cotnpleta
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them

lid ugMm&iriB

usmuchsoasit is

to love the beautiful and nure.
The critical ordeal through, which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system forthe comingevent
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great aud wonderful
always ap- remedy is
,
I
II..
f
1JI1CUJ CKICIIIUUY. aou
has carried thousands
iVi
of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.

a
n
nnutwiiiJut&ir

Srtnii fur free book rontfUni'itf iufuriuAtUis
pricelc YnJae U nil vlpeellt:it lu,,;lirr.

Th

Bradfleld Regulator Co

,

of

Atlanta, Ca.

has

cepted the position of chief clerk In
the office of Commissioner of Public
Lands, to which he was appointed by
Commissioner Robert 1. Ervien, vice
frank W. Shearon, resigned. He will
not enter upon the discharge of his
duties as such, however, until on or
about the 16th of April. Mr. Bartlett
is at present and has been for some
time jMist employed ns a clerk In the
United States district land office at
Clayton. He was formerly connected
with the United States land office In
Santa Fe and has a large acquaintance in the capital. His wife Is a
daughter of Mrs. Teresia M. Gilder-sleevof this city.
Clmngc In Jkiuty Treasurer of Valencia. County.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
d
returned this forenoon from Los
Lunas, where he spent yesterday
checking over the financial accounts
and records of Valencia
county, which have been heretofore In
charge of Jacobo Chaves as deputy
treasurer and collector under Hon.
Solomon Luna, treasurer and collector. Henry Connelly, of Los Lunas,
was appointed by Mr. Luna to succeed Mr. Chaves and he haa been Installed into office. The records of the
treasurer's office were put in his
charge. Everything in connection with
the office was found in good shape,
the county funds in the bank were
checked nnd found to correspond with
the balance shown by the books.
IT. S. Ijuid Office.
New Clerk at Uk-hMiss Elizabeth Tschlrhart has been
appointed an additional clerk In the
IT. S. land office in Santa Fe and will
assume her duties here about April
10.
She is at present connected with
the United States land office at Dickinson, North Dakota. The business at
the local office has increased to such
an extent during the past few months
as to require at least another clerk.
Articles of Incoriiorntloii.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds;
,
The Copper Ridge Mining and Development company. Principal place
of business In New Mexico at Magda-len- a.
county.
Socorro
Territorial
agent, George Keith at Socorro. Capital stock. SliOO.OOO, divided into Ave
hundred thousand shares of the par
value of $1 each. Object, mining.
years. The comDuration, twenty-fiv- e
pany was organized In Arizona and
hied amended articles of Incorporation to comply with the laws of New
e,

COM

Foundry and

Machine Works

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCniSOX. KH'I'KA

SANTA

FB

RUT.

Oi
1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOUKNOT
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
Vice

Praldaat
Caahier

Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0.
VOMITORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital Surplus and Profits
Depository ter Atcklsoa, Tepeka k Saaia Pe

l500.OM.lt;

f 250.000.0
Railway Coopaas

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business and with tbe
assurance on our part

tbat it will be kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

$tate ALBUQUERQUE
National Bank
3P

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wool Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

Paint Now

STAR SALOON
GOLD 000400C

before the vines are grreen and climbing In your way, before the
flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. 'Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. Am
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than If your baying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty
ptc, is done at

A.
ttcint; i" i. icj
Old
Ueer Hall l'lace of Recreation.
1 1

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

FRATI

8l

MONROE
312

I

00000KOVO0O0
TKLKPHONK.

I

The St. Elmo

i

IOSEPII BARNETT, Piop'r.

I

120

West Railroad

RIO

o00s00COao

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOMS
o omom i
Cbai. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Btcbechl, Trenmrer.

J. D. Eaila. President
Vlca Preilden'.

Consolidated Liquor Company
WMOLK9ALK DEALER

t

LUMBER

GO.

Bm

ESTABLISHED

1873.

PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple drocerles la
In the Southwest.

Suoceitora to

MEL1NI A EAKIN, and BACH ECHI

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette

Finest Whiskies

Avenue

G. Qloml,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

GIOMI.

IN

RAILROAD AVENUE.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wl

AD

Wholesale Grocers

?. m. MALL, Proprtmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Repmlr on Mining mnd mill MmoHlnery m Bpmolmlty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east side of railroad track.

PRESCRIPTIONS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Qeo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Saf-for-

ng

by-la-

of
ac-

PANY.
Mexico.
Under the laws of New Mexico.
CHARTER.
Bilious? Keel heavy after dinner?
Filed In office of secretary of New
Tongue coated? Bitter taste? ComMexico March 20, 1907. 9 a. m.
W.
plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
RAYNOLDS.
J.
up. Doan's Regulets cure bilious atSecretary,
Registered with the Corporation tacks. 25 cents at any drug store.

Albuquerque

Solicits

and

I

)
County of Bernalillo
tin this 25th day of March, A. D.
130", before me personally appear
ed. J. A. Ileal, Milton M. Dutcher,
D. S. Boucher, Frank H. Cole, J. M.
Sylvester, Bailey Nowell and T. P.
Uenlhan, to me known to be the
persons described in and who executand
Instrument
ed the foregoing
acknowledged
that they executed
the same as their free act and deed.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand und allixed my of
ficial peal the day and year first
above written.
THOS. K. D. M ADDISON,
Notary Public.
(SEAL.)
KN ROUSED:
No. 4848. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5, Page

455.
HOLD

Assistant to Commissioner
Public Iuitls.

W. H. Bartlett, of Clayton,

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $169,000.00.

00K0CO00

hup ivrythlng la

tloek t outfit th
tnott fattldlous bar cempltt

Have been appointed sxcluslvs agents In the Southweet for Jea.
Schlltz, Wm. Uemp and 8t Lou's A. 8. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loute Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
iaertoe.
Eut sell tbe straight artlcls a received uy us from the bit
Distilleries and Brewer let Id the United Stat s. Call and tsspoet oar
Stuck sod Prices, or write (or Illustrated Catalogue and Frtee List,
issued to dealers only.

.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

?

TfTURAntY,

M1M1I

28,

EVENING

'ALBUQTJEKQUE

1007.

CITIZEN.

PAGE SKI ILL

NEWSPAPERS ON ORIENT TOBACCO

A Clean
Sweep Sale
all old stock carpet in order to make room for our New
spring stock of Rugs and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
'and we will make the price
right.

POPULAR

WAIL PAPER

HIS store send in Faster Greeting to nil Its friends
May
:be return of Spiiiiu bring )ou nothing but Snnsb
and ft
II ipplness.
Kei man w n.int lo be well dressed on Kaster Sum' ,'. and
good
iotlu are leady for seivlee. Correct In cut, right in taio i. per feet in fit and tinih. K io il to the Custom tnllor's production
nt half lii pi e. We shall !
pleased to show you.

111

IN

i

of

Futf elle Furniture Company
TRAIN

grams $3,500, billboards $3,000 and
every month 110,00 system time card
folders ore distributed at an annual
expense of $30,000. This year the
company will print thirty different
books, pamphlets and folders, Including 1,200,000 copies of a newspaper
at nn expense of $35,000.

SERVICE

ON SANTA FE

'
K. J.

i

COT-O- FF

Murpliey. of Las
Conductor
Vegax, had his tine grip stolen recently at Iamy. and Is now carrying
around an antiquated satchel which
was once used by his grandmother.
The boys have been nailing It down
to tile floor, tilling It full of bricks
and otherwise trying to discourage
him In its use, but he seems to treas-- i
They have
ure it as an heirloom.
now taken up a collection to purchase a carpetbag, and nt the first opportunity will throw the lopsided
monstrosity under the wheels.
Sydney Hockett, of San Mareiul,
spent Wednesday in this city, calling
on friends among the railroad men
and visiting the places of Interest.
Mr. Hockett Just this week completed his term of apprenticeship In the
shops at San Marclal and now steps
out from them a competent mechanic.
He has not fully decided upon his
plans for the future, but he contem- plates taking a position with the
tannage ruei company
iunn .
short time.
WABASH SECTION MEN
GO HACK TO WOHK
The strike of the section men on
this division of the Wabash, asking
$1.75 a day instead of $1.35, promises
to be lost. Monday tne vvaoasn
brought a carload of foreign laborers
here, but on their arrival nearly allg
of tho men returned to work, theaten-Into go out again on Saturday if the
advance Is not granted.
Knglneer Cozzlns, who was in
charge of the extra freight, the en
gine of which blew up near Onava
Monday, killing the three men wn
were in the cab, had an extremely
He had
narrow escape from death.
been riding in the cab not ten min
naa
Dut
utes before the catastrophe,
gone to the rear of the train, fortunately, before the accident oc
He tells friends In this city
curred.
that he has not yet recovered from
the shock.
TINSMAN MADE ASSISTANT
MANAGER OF HOCK ISLAND
It was announced Tuesday at the
general offices of the Hock Island system that W. S. Tlnsman, formerly su
perintendent of the southwestern dis
trict of the syBtem, has been appointed assistant general manager,
with offices at Chicago. A. E. Sweet
has been appointed superintendent of
tho southwestern district In place of
Mr. Tlnsman.
of
Alfred Lovell, superintendent
motive power for the Santa Fe, and
the party that accompanied him while
here last week, are In San Bernardino.
was
Harlow
Mechanic
Master
Joined yesterday by his wife and chil
Ulchdren, who arrived from Point
mond, Cal.

'

j
j

Ninety Days Will See Regular
Trains Running From
Belln to Kansas City.
J. V. Key,

supcrintenili-n-

f

t

inth-- s

struction for the Santa Fe nn
said lant nilit
Saata Fe cut-of- f,
at
returning to his headquarters
Relea that It was true that the cut-o- il
trains
completed
that
and
iad been
were running through from Helen to
Texipn. and that connections were 'j)e
lng made at Texlco with trains for the
southern Kansas division and Kansas
City, soul that regular passenger service would be established between Helen and the east within ninety days.
"The statement made to the effect
would not
that regular train service
for two
be established on the cut-oland a half years is about two years
Mr.
and three months off," continued
Key. "Why, we will have the Brown-vlll- e
runoperation
and
extension in
ning trains from the Pacific to the
gulf on a direct line by mat time."
has been completed and
The cut-oMr. Key la now turning his attention
o
lielen-KlFuerco link, which
to tas
Is being built by Grant Iiros., a Los
Angeles construction company. The
work of building this twenty-eigntttan of road is about
completed.
T

ff

ht

two-thir-

'AT RIDES
KOITKDIIOt'KK
85 MILES OX lXX'OMCmVE
The Portland, Me., roundhouse cat

arrived at Waterville, of the same
state, after what the train crew considered an eventful trip.
When Pete Coyne's big engine left
Maine Central
the roundhouse of the morning
pussy
at Portland yesterday
In
asleep
front of the firewas found
man's seat In the cab. She was put
off and the engine was hooked on to
a Ions; string of freight cars.
When the train arrived at Brunswick Knglneer Coyne,' while oiling,
found the cat at perfect ease In a
snug little place between the great
riving wheels alongside the boiler
and Just above tho airbrake cylinders.
At his approach the cat arose and
leisurely walked around the locomotive. All the way firmi JJrunswlck
persons at the different stations saw

the cat on the front of the engine
apparently unconcerned and unmindful of the stiff wind, the Hying cinders
and the rattle and bang of the machine as It passed over the 8 5 miles
of road.
When the train arrived in 'Waterville the cat was as black as any other
black, cat. It was given a bath and
placed in charge of one of the train
crews and Is now back with the old
folk.

PROVE

AMERICA

How Severe Was the Blockade of Rallroads'Jn the

Brought to This Country b
Immigrants From Turkish Empire.

Northwest Recently.
Washington, D. ('., March 2S.
The Interstate commerce commission
recently received a number of letters and papers from the northwest
ern states that they were snow bound
and shut off by the Impossibility of
the r.illroads getting
their trains
througn
during
the late severe
region,
storms of that
which show
to what great extremity the people
of that portion of the country were
in.
In addition to making heroic
to
efforts to keep from freezing
death because of the lack of coal,
business of nil kinds seems to have
been practically paralyzed. Some of
the newspaiK'is forwarded
to the
commission prove that the publishers were unable to receive their
usual supply of blank paper us thes
publications have reached here printed on all kinds of paper substitutes.
For the first time since the civil
war. perhaps, publishers of papers
were driven to use wall paper as a
substitute
for white paper. The
"Osnobroeck Independent" of Cavalier county, North Dakota, Is held at
the offices of the commission as a
great curiosity. On the outside sheets
the Independent looms much like the
ordinary country newspaper, but In
stead of the news of the near by
country of "patent Insldes" thes
pages were decorated with the fancy
paper artists
designs of the wall
The "Eddy County Provost" of New
Hoc k ford. X. D "The Carplo Weekly News," of Carplo county, N. D.,
and the "Maddock Standard" of
Maddock. X. I.)., were printed on
common wrapping paper. In expla
nation of his edition the editor of
the "Standard" has to say in Ills
lead editorial, among other things:
"We ask our readers to deal lene- ently with us for Issuing a curtail-- i
ed edition on wrapping paper.
Wo
have paper piled up In the railway
freight house at Jamestown, but the
incompetent
nlflclal
who presides
over the destiny of the Dakota division of the Northern Pacific Is working out a. problem, in compound
Ignorance with a crippled snow-ploon
off ag''ln,
agin, broke
ag'in. It is hard enough to combat
powers
sin
satan. 'while
of
and
the
traveling through this vale of tears,'
but to iloublehead through by taking
a 'Jim Hill' and a snow blockade as
excess uaggage is more than frail
mortals can enuure wnn unrisiian
resignation, and the inhabitants of
Benson county and the state at large
might with righteous
Indignation
raise the cry for government ownership of railroads e'er the evil days
when the railroads will own both the
farmer and his lands."
w

Saved Her Son's Iiifc.
The happiest mother In the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She writes:
"One year ago my aon
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physlelun was unable to help him; when, by our
druggist's advice I began giving him
Dr. King's New Discovery, and I
soon noticed improvement.
I kept
this treatment up for a few weeks
perfectly
well.
was
when he
He has
worked steadily since at carpente
work. Dr. Kings New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough ., and cold euro by all dealers.
I Aft
n .1 t 1.
Edrt
, mA
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UNIFORMITY
The ever uniform quality

MKANS BRASS BUTTONS

d!

lilatz Wiener means that
FOR TICKET CLERKS
Rumor is afloat that all ticket
principles are pracon
system
Burlington
asent of the
and after the first of April will be reticed
at
brewery
the
quired to appear in uniform, accord
ing to a recent ruling decided upon
by the officials of the road, says the
Topeka Journal.
Of course, this ruling, if it goes Into
effect, will not be welcome news to a
large number of the ticket agents,
mnnri&llv among those who are work
ing for meager salaries In the smaller
towns, for every agent win oe com
palled by the officials to buy his own
The most critical exactness is
uniform, the same as do tho conduc
tors and brakemen of the various
exercised in every process.
llsea throughout the country.
why Blatz Jteers are
Twere Is an advantage, however, to
he rained from Buch a procedure,
aiways
the same.
How often a party Is looking for the
agent who does not happen to De ai
VALBLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
tha ticket window, but who Is out on
bus
the platform or at someDyrailroadgrangme
wameu
iness, and he is
er far something very Important and
lAlwayi th 3&m Good. Old "Blatx"
it would ba almost impossible to loCO., Albaquerqae, New Mexico.
cate bim without some insignia. And For Salo by STERN, SCHIX!
there are times when the trainmen
ara In a hurry to communicate with
the agent and he is hard to pick out
fraaa a platform full of people hurry
ing ta get on and off the train.
un-deviati- nj

That's

The Washington Clothing
Sack Suits, Top Coats, $1 5, $18. $20, $25, $27 50, $30
Ihvsn Vests, l)rcs Trousers Correct
Huts, Choice ami Exclusive Haberdashery. .Everything to make you n
well drrawid Man on Easter Morning.
Kvery Boy, also, will want something new for Easter. A suit. Top
Coat, Hat, Shirt, Tie, Gloves, etc., etc.

The demand In the I'nited Stales
for the mild Turkish tobacco has Increased enormously within the pnsl
Before that time the
fifteen years.
oriental tobaccom were a clubman's
luxury, and scarcely known even by
name to the great army of smoker".
Now there Is no tobacco shop ?J
humble It does not carry on Us
n
varieties of the
shelves a
nicotine leaf from Turkey, Greece
Kgypt or Persia.
Thousands of
pounds of the eastern tobacco pay toll
at the cutoms' houses of the Unite
States foj admission into the country where the divine herb had It
origin.
For, according to the botanists, the tobacco plant has spread its
trail of perfumed smoke from its primary home In Ameiicn In an lirisist-Iblgeographical conquest of even
the most distant parts nf Hie world
The Introduction of the Turkish
Into the I'nited States completes the last link In the three
country tour of the globe.
Had It not been for the household
dissent Ions of the unspeakable Turn
and the troublesome Armenian, the
tobacco circuit of the world might
When the
have been long deferred
slaughter and massacre of helpless
women and children reached their
sanguinary climax not long ago, 'I
started a stream of Immigration from
Armenia, Syria and Macedonia to the
I'nited States, and these thousands of
refugees
from Turkish barbarism
brought with them the taste and demand for the mild tobacco of Asia
To these Immigrants is at
Minor.
tributed the generul introduction of
Turkish tobacco throughout the coun
try where once
In It
birthplace It Jumped Into favor with
strides and was given a warm
rami
wt.u-omfor its homecoming.

The boy should certainly appear at
his best on this occasion. We can
clothe Boy as well ns the Man.

Man or Boy, when wearing our Clothing, you'll look right
feel tight.
When you buy here, you pay right.

half-doze-

Washington

1

M.

Fashioned Apparel
TMC WASHINCTON

mim

toss

M

and H

AN DELL

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

CO.

e

Denver, Colo., March 1!, 1907.
COMING EVENTS
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
received here until 11 o'clock n. m.,
29,
1907,
opened
March
and then
for
tho purchase from the United States
A Ml AN AO EVENTS.
of standing limber on the Fort Win-gatMarch 29 Oood Friday.
New Mexico, Military PreservaMarch 31 Easter Sunday.
tion, approximately estimated at 68,- Msy SO Memorial Day of G. A. R.
l.".S,000 board feet. ' The limber la
be removed under substantially the
Suhscrlbo Tor The citizen ami get
regulations governing similar sulci by
tli news.
the Department of Agriculture.
Complete Information and blank
bids will be furnished on application
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
to the undersigned or to quartermaster. Fort Wingate. II. S. reserves the
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
right to accept or reject any or all
Envelopes
bids or any port thereof.
TRANSFER STABLES.
containing bids to be marked "Proposals for Timber on Fort Wingate, Horses and Muls Bought and ExN. M., Reservation," and addressed,
changed.
e,

Is offered for the capture of An
timo Pettlne, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb- -I

ruary

4.

C. A. and C. GRANDE.

I

Col. C. A. H. McCauley.

I

IT
and

ILL the COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8

Dr. (ling's

WITH

Biscovory

Nov

C. Q. M.

Pries
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE
ITT
0UGHS Mi
SOetSI.OO
cough Second Street, between Railroad and
The News No pure tru
Fret Trial.
laws would be needed, if all cough
Copper Avenue.
cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
for alt
Cure
Surest
and
Ouickest
Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBThe national law now requires that If
LES, or MONEY BACK.
any poisons enter Into a cough mixDEVOF.S RKADY PAINT
ture. It must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers, Ono (inllon Covers 600 Sqnnro Feet.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
and others, should insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison- ThrT arromo WaknM, ftrrvt
Stops licnks, Ijtsts live Years.
tamy ana oailaalona,inuraf ftgu
marks on Dr. Snoop s labels and
and ban tab " nalna it I mrnslria.
" Thj ara
none in the medicine, elee it must by
SarW6V
408
Watt
Railroad
Avaua
iofflrlatt womanhood, aiilittf
law be on the label. And it's not only
and body. No
veUitmnt of or ran women
oquakt
known.
rmr for
safe, but It is said to be by those that
do harm Ufa
mtmammmmmmmmmtmfamaaaaaaam
thrm. v'annni
fsconifi a i)rruiir. 91 pt tnra
know It best, a truly remarkable

F0C

e

rraiisplantctl From

S200 REWARD.

Mexico.

Tobacco was not introduced int
Europe until the latter half of the
Francis Hernansixteenth century.
dez de Toledo, a physician, was sent
by Philip II to Mexico to investigate
its product In 1655. He brought the
plant back to Spain and cultivated it
purfor medicinal and ornamental
poses.
From Spain It was Introduced
Into other countries In Europe. Jean
Nlcot, Lord of Vllleinaln, Frencn
ambassador at the court of Portugal,
purchased leaves and seed from a
sailor from Florida, and sent them tlcularly "T.h your children. Vn.it on
to Franco as a "herb of peculiarly '
pleasant taste, good medicinally, and having Dr. Shoop s Cough Cure. Corn-i- n
fevers." In fact. It was ns a new Pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
drug, a panacea, that the weed was with others and see No poison marks
used and spread throughout Europe, there. You can always be on the safe j
and N loot's part In its distribution has side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
been recognized In the name of tha Cure, Simply refuse to accept any
Hy the time tobacco
had other. Sold by all druggists.
herb.
-- ofound its way Into Italy, Germany
and England, smoking had become
STItlKE for Futrelle's for barvery general, and the historic war gains
stoves, carpets,
In furniture,
against the use of the weed soon fol- linoleum and window shades.
Corlowed with ignominious defeat for ner Coal and Second.
the foes of tobacco, in spito of the
fact that many smokers were tortured
Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
and even burned alive for violating by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
the law against the use of the weed.
Is only one way to cure deafness,
For a long time It was supposed Therethat
Is by constitutional remedies.
that the tobacco plant was Introduced and
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condiInto Turkey and the surrounding tion
mucous lining of the Eusof
the
Moslem countries from Spain by way tachian Tube. When this tube Is Inflamof the Moors and Northern Africa, ed you have a rumbling sound or Imperand when It Is entirely
but recent investigation shows great fect hearing,
Deafness Is the result, and undoubt on ihis theory of migration. closed.
less the Inflammation can be taken out
It now Is the general opinion that to- and
this tube restored to Its normal conbacco entered Turkey by the back dition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
door Instead of the front, and by nine cases out ot ten are caused by
way of the Philippines instead of Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamcondition of tha mucous surfaces.
Spain. After the conquest of Mexico edWe
will give One Hundred Dollars for
and the Philippines, a large trade any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
sprang up between these two coun that ennnot
be cured by Hall's Catarrh
tries.
The Spaniards carried to tha Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Philippines with the tomato, pineapToledo, Ohio.
ple and the yam, the tobacco plant.
nil Druggists. 75c,
Sold
Its cultivation rapidly reached large Take bvHall's
Family
Pills
for constipaproportions in the islands and devel- tion.
oped new and distinctive varieties.
From the Philippines the Malays carMEN AND WOMEN.
ried the seed to Sumatra, Ceylon and
Cm Bif 4 for unnatural
India, from whence it was but a short
ditctisrgM,lAfliusualitiBft.
geographical step to Persia and Tur- M M Ohiuim U IrritmtioDfl or ulcriioua
key, where the weed had a bitter
of n afloat
mbran,
not wtria
struggle with fanatical Moslems and TTIthi ttMnCwtmoMOt. PftiftlaM.-tnor
BOMOBUU.
fot
silt
shahs,
bigoted sultans and
who
V- -'i
stiin,ir-- r Mtit
the noses and cheeks of smokers, and
la lai wraps,
frequently burned tltem alive, but, In
tT xpra, prepaid, (or
U N, or bottlaa W 75.
the end, tobacco won the victory, as
Circular aast om raouwt.
it had elsewhere.
The best tobacco, os well as the
strongest, grown in Turkey, is the
Latakla, of Northern Syria.
It Is
dark colored, and resembles perlque,
a MurrtswMi ana anvsia anew
about Umi wonderful
but has an Individuality of Its own.
kMARVELWhirlingSprsy
The mild, yellow leaf called "TurkVaclaal Pyrla
ish" In this country is grown mostly
bV Al oat rouveu- In fjreeee and in the vicinity of
In Macedonia.
From It the
The aaa yonr drninrltt for UI'
Turkish cigarettes are made.
n cannot auiipiy
Turkish and Creek taxes upon cigar- If
V K
M
AcrfUL
ettes and cigarette paper are so high mm--4r Ithnt swrial aisvnin fur
- a alnl. It ttvna
that the bulk of the favalla tobacco illuatratM
full
avl ilirwctHina In- is shipped to Egypt and there manu- va lua rnlfnlar
ll to Iwlioa, M4ltM i v.
44
ktrMt, Aatt lttkaw.
factured.

Thos. F. Keleher
JAP-A-LA-
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SOU.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B9TATB
LOANS.

i

klllk.

ANN

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

j

f

BT

Automatic Phone
Room 10, N. T. Armijo

4B1.

Butlin

A. E. WALKER,
rimm

INBUBANCm.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Rallr4
avenue.
We have taken the management
Plumbing tc Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their Datronare
and Insure them the work will be
done right and the charges will be
fair.
JOSEPH W. II ESS ELD EX,
KAI.PH DUNBAR.
of the Standard

Standard Plumbing & He3ting Co
The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

ths

W. E.

MAUGEH

VJOOL

with Rauba and Maugsr
Office, 115 North First Bt.
ALBUQUERQUE, X. M.

TOTI A OH AO I
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ha,
a rain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Meats
Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIL KXJKNWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third Straat

All Kinds of

DENlfER

&

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

through tha fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to ratsa,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. IIOOPEH,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
DcnTer, Colo.

O. A. S LEYGTE R
INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Bines,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1I(.
OIv ui your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

H

mm

distributes advertising
The question is often asked how u R
how

0
0

SAKTA KK SHOWS HOW IT

0

railway system is advertised and
bid eh it costs. The question is answered bv W. H. Simpson, general ad
vertising agent for the Santa Fe. In
reply to what Is done with the ap- uroorlatlon of J400.000. Mr. Simpson
states that 1175.000 is spent with
newspapers on the Santa Fe lines and
165,000 with newspapers in the mid
dle, eastern ana southern stales. Mag- aines and Illustrated weeklies get ap
$25,000,
proximately
theater pro

0

THY THIS FOR BACKACHE.

irt from any prescription
pharmacy the following:
Fluid Extract Dandelion,
ounce.
one
Kurgon,
Compound
ounce.
Compound Syrup Sarsaparil-la- ,
three ounces.
Shake well in a botile and
take a tcaspoonful dos. after
and at bedtime.
ia h meal
The above is consideredJiiu-.--by
t
eminent authority as the
prescription ever written to relieve Backache, Kidney Trouble and Weak Bladder.
mixture hliould act
"''
on the eliminative tisu.:he Kidneys to tiller and strain
the uric acid and other uu.-'- e
matter from the blood ulii. li
causes Rheumatism
Being composed entirely
it
veegt.ible Ingredients
harmless and Inexpensive.
Mix some and give it i tii.i
It certainly comes highly recommended. It is the prescrip
tion of an eminent special!''
whose entire reputation, it
as established by it
said,
om-hal- f
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its Location

M

BELEN IS Si MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LIXE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADINO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AXD NORTHERN
STATUS TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2".xl4u
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AXD PUBLIC PARK a. U (iRANU
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
IXG $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPl'LATIOX OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS,
ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AXD HAY IX CEXTRAL XEW MEXICO
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY JN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

Kiri

)

iA

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

ototviaooeotoiofoi ao
KJaof)oototootoaat

IT'vr

l7f rtrvr-- l c nt TIM7
on Belcn Cut -off of Santa Fe Railway

TV --5 J irr--v

Located

V

TO BELEN. M. HI,

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

j an 3B s cn n u BBHBnanHBHnanQHHHttnBHHH

BECKER,

Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

Im-

Kaoaoaoaoaao))0
max
A Railway Center
AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AXD
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LIXE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) W EST. NORTH AXD SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AXD A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MOXEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN' OX NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR OXB YEAR,
WITH
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

0
0

OXE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT OXCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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ALBtJQUEEQDE

EVENING CITIZEN.

Till

nny Noble of p.allut Anyad Temple
on and
rter April 3rd. All members of the Masonic order are cord-

LOCAL AND

School
Suits

Wash

$3

$1

$7.50

$3.50

I

Suits

re

lo $1.00
3.00 to 4.00
2 75 to
I 00
2.50 to 3.50

Kill anil Box Cnlf shoe
'lrl Kill anil Box Cnlf Oxford

Women's
Women's
Women's
Women's

Bov 's Clothes

.

S.50

Yll

Men's
Men's

IM?.

-

,

Mai's Patent Colt Shoes
Men's Patent Colt OxroriW

2d.

New Line of

I

1

Tii wear a shabby pair of slides on Easter an J thereby
a new dress or suit, Is certainly misplaced economy and
waste, particularly so when you can buy the newest and
styles at such extremely !
prices as we arc offering them

MARCH

ially Invited.
win 1: fish,
The remains of Mrs. Ida Yats. who
MACKEREL,
died at her rooming house yesterday,
TROIT.
will be shipped to Hendley, Neb., on
SALMON.
No. 8, tonight, accompanied by the
CAT FISH,
bereaved husband anil two
small
C i. (imlilnrit. of Denver, is In children.
RAKIt I D,
town today,
RED SNAPPER.
Ed. Iivelle,
veteran AlbuquerI JOINDER,
Is
C. K. Hockley, of Chicago,
in que constructionthe engineer, lins anE TC., ETC.
town today.
nounced that he will leave as Soon
H. W. Mai ford, of Pueblo. Colo., is as quiet weather prevails on the ocean
Wo have lust opened up a fine new line of BovV. YontW
!
on a trip to his old home In Ireland,
l'i the city.
Children's Suits of tlio laxtcxt Designs and fabrics.
accompanied
by
wife.
They
hope
his
In
Lit
P.
Is
llerson,
of
Venn.
I.
to leave Albuquerque about the midtown today.
dle of April, and before going will
W. C Raker, of Kansas City, Is in tender
a reception to their manv Albu
town today.
querque friends. The affair will be
FOK KENT.
J. A. Raines, of New York I'lly, is III the nature nf .1 ball zlvcn In the
frame, close in
$12.00
.'ilopplnp ill I be city.
M Elks' opera house.
3 rooms, furnished
complete. . 15.00
kiik Mitchell was locked up Inst
Charles T. Adair, of Turn mcarl,
brick, modern........ 26.00
night for being dr unk, and this morntransacting business here.
FOK HALE.
r or five days.
was lined
The
concrete house, full
Hon. Joshua Rnynolds is reported ing
man
money
no
said
he had
nnd was
$ 1,000.00
lot . . i . . i
quite sl' k with la grippe.
city Jail. Mitchell
returned to
frame, Third ward.. 1,100.00
F. O. Ruel, of San Pedro, is n busi said he came the
In yesterday from east
TiOO.OO
cement house
ness visitor to the illy.
ot the mountains, and that he expectalfalfa ranch, close to town.
W. H." Iirus, of New York dty. is ed to ilnd work lu re. When arrested, A tine suburban
home, complete In
he had a revolver on his person, but
.'l tour st in the city today.
every respect.
as It was not loaded and because he
.1.
K. T. Flynn. of HI Paso. Is a busiE. ELDER, Armljo Ruilding.
bad not made any boasts of it, no
ness visitor in the city today.
more serious charge than a plain
Miss I'liilbrlck's Klnftrrcarten
H. Robertson, of Alamosa. I'olo.. is
drunk was pref- rn d against
him. Is now located In the Woman's club
to
a visitor to the city today.
to
However, the g'ln was taken from building, 614 West Gold. avenue. New
E. ). Ijoevenhart, of Denver, is a him.
pupils
will be received at any time
business visitor to the city today.
during the remainder of this month.
Matthew Howell. Jr., of Long
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Reach, California, is In the city.
Mrs. K. S. Walroth, of Willard, N.
Genuine American block. per
M., Is spending a few days here.
DISTRICT COURT
ton
Samuel C. Maxeey. of Sidney, (., Is
lew
Cerrlllos Lump
among the visitors from afar today.
Sfl.50
Anthracite Nnt
S8.B0
Mrs. George C. llradley, of
S0.OO
Kan., Is In the city for n brief l'. S. .IFItV GETS HFCFSS .lolIX Anthracite mixed . . .
VAN
VIVA AssMLT CASK. TO
stay.
Well Made
In Russian and
Anthracite, stoTe .ami furnace
HF.
NEXT.
CALLED
sizes
S9.R0
Air brake instruction car No. !i'J,!06
is sidetracked at the local station toClean Gas Coke
$6.00
Blouse Styles
and Stylish
KuIuirfcicXIbnie
day.
The ease of Goldsmith Rros. of Los
WOOD.
M. M. llosensleln,
of lYns.icul i, Vngeles, versus llachechl & Gioml, of Green Mill Wood, per load ... .$2.25
We would call particular attention to our suits for young men. We
Fia., is among the visitors from afar, this city, which was begun yesterday
i
nave
&
and tho nature of which was explainfrom H up to $22.r0, for n Hart, SchalTiier
Mart.
today.
W.
&
Also all sorts of furniliing for young men and boys.
these columns last night, occu- Regular meeting of the Woman's edledIn the
time of the territorial petit
Both Phones.
rluli tomorrow at 11:30. Important Jury nil morning
and was still being
business.
argued at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
Messrs. Walker Evans, .Tr., and A.
E. Coon, both of Chicago, are In the
The t'nlted States petit Jury was
city today.
dismissed this afternoon until Saturday
morning at 9 o'clock. This came 10 lbs. Nice Extracted
Honey for
A.
I!. Rennet
Messrs.
and Paul
$1.00. Order by Postal.
Lnrsh, both of Engle, are stopping In somewhat as a surprise to most of the
Jurymen, who had returned to the W. P. Alien, Box 202, Albuquerque.
the city foday.
house after dinner, expecting
Mesdames George Hoffmann and court
Hugo Mueller, both of Helen, are In to bo used' through the week.
the city today.
The case of John Van Diva, charged
Mr. and Mrs. John li. Johnson, of with assault with intent to kill, will
Denver, are pleasure seekers in the probably come up Saturday. It was Hi
city for a few days.
Intimated today that this would be
Card signs, "Rooms for Rent," the first vork of the Fulled States
petit
Jury when It
"Hoard," etc.. for sale at the office of
Van Diva, it will be remembered, is
The Evening Citizen.
the Indian who assaulted a United
Or. E. It. Romero, of Estancln, Is States scout at Fort Wlngate about a
115-11- 7
In the city hobnobbing with his many month ago. lie Is now in tho
Albuquerque friends.
county jail, nnd It Is said he
Between Railroad and Cepptr Ave., Tel. 7 A
If you want anything on earth, you Is suffering severely from rheumatism.
can get it through the want columns Tho scout whom Van Dina attacked
We get re- came into the city with another scout
of The Evening Citizen.
some ten days ago, preparatory to
sults.
Bring us your Job work. Prices testifying against him when the case
I'll- very lowest and the work will conies up for trial.
stand Inspecii.n anywhere. .iSuliiess
Suits entered In the district court
and calling cards a specialty.
today were as
The Fairbanks
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE. KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
E. F. Miller and his mother and Morse companyfollows:
versus the Mesa Agsister, of Grand Rapids, Mich., are ricultural Park association,
Neland
jAUULlKT
iiAKNljj
stopping in the city for a few days. lie Cardell versus Joseph Canlell.
They are registered at the Cralge.
Defendants In criminal cases, who
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Hibo, of BerAGENTS FOR
nalillo, who are stopping In southern have been Indicted nt the present
California, received a call from the term of the district court, will be
stork last night.
The new arrival is gathered at the court house at 9:30
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
o'clock tomorrow morning, when the
a boy.
court
will
cases
arraign
all
and
call
Are you looking for something? Re- the defendants. It is the hope of the
John Deere Plows and Implements
member the want columns of The clerk
that those persons who have
Evening Citizen are for your especial been Indicted
appear
will
with their
benefit. It talks to the people and counsel that the
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
Winona Wagons
calling may be dis
they talk to you.
pensed with in as short a time as Is
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold
Hibo,
of possible.
Grants', Mrs. it. J. Dannehauni. of
Kernalillo, and Mrs. Charles Neu- - STRONG COVtlllNE FORMED
stadt and child of Laguna, spent Wed
IIV DRV GOODS .lOHHERS.
nesday in this city.
New York, March 28. A new anJ
promises
what
to be an important
Owing to the Inclemency of the
weather, a very small audience greet development In the dry goods Jobed "At Cripple Creek," the attraction bing business has come to the front
nt the Elks' opera house last night. In the formation of the Empire Dryalong lines sug
The play was of the blood and thun- Goods company.
gested, more or less remotely, by the
der order.
company and Its string of
Clatlln
The directors of the Commercial tilled stores. This company is pri- club are holding a special meeting marly
a combination and the out
this afternoon for the purpose of
of opportunities
and need
ways and means for raising growth
appealed
especially to several
that
funds for several Industries,
which of
larger
stores
the
retail lo
'for
propose to come to the city.
cated in Roston, Huffalo, Rochester,
E. A. Schutt, of the Rio Grande and Akron. Ohio.
I'ive prominent
Land. Water and Power company, dry goods houses are represented In
company.
1'.
A. O'Connell,
new
was Joined here yesterday
the
by
W.
Evans, advertising writer
for the of the James A. Houston company,
company.
Mr. Evans comes
from of Hoston, Is president and the mem
Chicago.
bers concerned feel that It Is a specially good 'Selection
Mr. and Mis. A. C Rradley,
who success. The companyandhas presage"
already
were married at Helen yesterday, begun business
completely
with
spent last night at the Alvarado and equipped
well
stocked salesleft this monlng for Mr. Hradley's rooms, and,and
Is said, will act. more
home at Lawrence, Kansas. After a or less, as ait clearing
house for the
short visit there, they will go to New business houses
already
named.
i.
York for u visit to friends.
Everything betokens an ea.rly en
The conceit to be given at the Con trance upon a business of great ac
gregational church tonight offers one tivity. Tho nominal capital is no
Index of the volume of transastlons
be heard In Albuquerque. The talent expected, and
will
be limited at
Is the best In tho city and the music present, to $20,000.
Hy the plan.1
- - - - could not be of better selection. The upon which, the business is based
program Is published in full on an-- l It Is believed to be ample for
cither page of The Evening Citizen.
purposes.
z
Sylvester Mlrabal. the sheep raiser.
Tonight:
Casino!
Ask anyone
yesterday purchased
from Attorney how they liked the show last night.
y
A. H. McMiUeu, the
brick
tonight.
building ut 112 South First street, for and you will go, --too,
oa consideration in the neighborhood
Hagy Scenic company will to
The
of $12,000. The Porterlield company night close their engagement at the
made the sale. It has been but a Casino. The
n
light will
few months since Mr. Mlrabal made be reproduced;
also new comic and
the purchase of other business prop-- ! cnsalional pictures.
erty in the city.
o
The Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
To Chicken renters.
will give their Hist annual ball on
Maus.ird's Mills are selling good
the evening of Wednesday, April 10. wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
nt Colombo hall. Tickets which will
lie 12. ill each to Include ladles and
light at Casino to3C
refreshments, can be Secured from night, ami other good pictures. This
will be the closing performance.
New spring styles in women's canOl'ITCE MAVAGFJt, BOOKKEEPER. A FIRST CLASS
III SIN ESS vas oxfords, white or gray, low or
M
WAN 'IS POSITION' AS Ol'ITCE high heels.
They have big eyelets
MANAGF.lt OH BOOKKEEPER. IS and ribbon ties. Prices range
from
NOW
EMPLOYED, AND WELL fl.r.O to $2.00. C. May's shoe store.
KNOWN IN A1.IU Ol ERQl E.PRICE :I14 West Railroad avenue.
K25.UO PF.lt WEEK. ADDRESS II. B.
o
w, citizen
See the last performance tonight
it i:.
at the Casino of the best moving picture fehow in the country.
CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home InTICKET SELLING COXTI-SiTsurance.
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
THE HOY OK GIRL SELLING
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
HIE MOST TICKETS TO THE
'ELK'S TOOTH" WILL RECEIVE
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con.
AND ANY
HOY
OK
GIRL
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
SILLING FIFTEEN TICK KIN WILL
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
RECEIVE ONE FREE. SEE It. O.
JAFFA, 221 RAILROAD AVEN'l'E.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
o
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
See the Japanese song and dance by
seven pretty maids at the Juvenile
emphasise the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
Mint-tr-lMonday night. April 1st.
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by ear receiving
.
1 1
you any musical in
nave
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busistrument that needs repairs?
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
Hring it or ship it tr.
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
Learnard & Lindemann ,
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriLargest music dealers In the southtories, and ofTers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
west who have engaged the sen ices of
and women to sell Its policies.

PERSONAL

Misplaced Economy
Is Waste

RSDAV.

Kill Shoes
Patent Kid Oxfords
Vlcl Kill Siloes
Viet Kill Oxfnnls

I'Htciit

3.00

J. SO lo

5.00
3.50

2.50 to
1.75 to

5.00
3.00

(it

COAL

Law-renc-

e,

I

BRIGHAM
Headquarters

C. N.
118-12-

S.

0

H. HAHN

2nd.

for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated RichelieujCoffees

Packages, 25c and J5o per lb.
X lb. tins, 45c.

It-lb-

.

tins, 85c.
.tins, 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
lb. trocket,
$1.00.

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
1 lb. tins,
40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
--

Bulk coffee. 20c

unique

to 40c

s-

-

.

Her-nalil- lo

CEO. W. HICKOX

T. T. MATNARD

liM-n-

H O
O)

b.

Something

CO.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

,A

1

SUA (UH&EIB
& FIRST
STREET

O

NORTH

a

-

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

gj

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
socxn

THE ARCH 'FRONT

SECOXD

ST.

g

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE
W R.R.Ave.

GO,

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

Savin
Ice Pads

Re!rig- -

White

erators

n

is thi;

Ice
Cream

most

Freezers

complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

filters

Just Arrived

WHITNEY COEWIPAMY

6

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

THE

Palace

RAILROAD
Dlsmexdi, Watciei, Jewelry, Cat ''inn. Oocts. Silverware
row trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We lcriU

FULLY WARRANTED-s-

()

Gans-Nelso-

Write Irci PricesNeMexlco

''ioi";''

Albuquerque,

Q

n

Home Insurance the Best

on

i

WE

STETSON

yNjhe SPECIAL
The

0
O
o
0

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
Lpss for Ronairs

Gans-Nelso-

Diamond

11

.Not Made by the Trust

two-stor-

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EVERITT

o

-

finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for 1907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

H. K Spencer

enperl repairman, formerly of the
STROBFR FACTORY. Chicago. HI.

1

I'n:,'crf

.:,

1

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company

ialu

Ketlntshi'

ALaUQUERQUE,lN.
J0
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